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lNTPODUCTION

On  Oetobel.  22,   1963,  then  Washington  Govemop  Albert  D.  Rosellini  visited

Kobe,  Japan to  sigrl  a  formal  agreement  for  the  sister-state  affiliation  between

Washington State,  U.S.A.  and Hyogo Prefecture, Japan. Washington and Hyogo found

themselves similar in their diverse topography,  and industry, especially their pivotal

position  for  international  transportation  between  their.  countries.  Kobe, capital of

Hyogo, and Seatte, the largest city in Washington, had been sister.-cities since 1957.

The     idea    of    sister-City    ol.    sister-state    affiliation    ol.iginated    in    a

People-to-People program during the Eisenhower administl.ation.  Today, the number

of  750  American  local  governments  have  1100 partners in 86 countries around the

world.I  A  total  of  375  Japanese  local  governments,  ineluding  pl.efectures,  have

sister-city or sister-state atfiliations with 538 foreign partners as of May, 1985.2

More than two decades of the Hyogo-Washington Sister-State relationship have

seen various exchanges in the sphel.es of education and social life of their citizens.

Moreover,  as Japan has developed economic strength during the  last  twenty  years,

the relations between Japan and Amel.ica have become extremely important to each

other and to the world.  International I.elatious for. Washington has also increased in

importance.  Research shows that one out of five jobs in the state economy is related

to international trade.3 However, there have been few joint meetings where the two

states  discuss  how  the  affiliation  should  develop  in  response to the change  of the

international ciroumstances over the last two decades.

The sister-state relationship needs to be I.e-examined in light of these changes.

The interdependence of the wol.ld win continue to grow and sistel'-state ties should

be modified to match the shift in international trends. In 1983, the Hyogo Governor

Tokitada Sakai, who was a vice governor at the time of the sister-state agreement,

wrote in ''Towards Creative Partnership" as follows:
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The   reason   why   Hyogo   Prefecture   decided   to   establish
sister-state     affiliatious     with     Washington     was     to    develop
international perspective in  the  minds  of  Hyogo  oitizeus  preparing
for  the  times  of  internationalization,  and  at  the  salne  time,  to
contribute     the     Japan-U.S.A.      relation      as      a      pl.efectural
government .... Where   should   we   go   from   now?   The   principle   of
people-to-people  will  not  change,  but  we  need  to   seek  further

S::S::?4ments  of
our  relations  in  accordance with the needs of our

This   paper   is   aimed   at   analyzing  the   exchanges   of  the  sister-state   and

sister-city ties and seeking ways to develop more mutually beneficial  relations  for

both Hyogo and Washington.

Chapter  I  will  set  forth  the  history   and  rationale   of  general   sister-City

affiliation program.  It will deal with the ol.igin of the sister-city affiliation and its

evolution until now.  Through examining cases of sister-City progl.ams,__the+ goal  and

benefit of the affiliation will be identified. It becomes Clear that the affiliation will

help world peace through understanding of other culture.  The economic development

will be attained in the affiliation. It is also beneficial in the enhancement of identity

in  local  communities  and  in  the  improvement  of  activities  thl.ough  exchange  of

knowledge and irLformation.

In chapter 11, the Washington-Hyogo Sister-State affiliation will be specifically

discussed  in  its  history   and  programs.   Motivation  of  both  governments  to  the

affiliation   are   examined   and   the   curent   affiliation   programs   are   cl'itically

evaluated.  This  process  I.eveals  that  the  cument  affiliation  is  imbalanced.  Hyogo

takes  the  initiative  in  providing  the  ppogralns  and  mutual  benefit   is   not   fLilly

utilized. The other problem, lack of public participation in the pl.ograms is found in

both states in this pl.ocess.  Thl.ee reasons of the pl.oblems are  identified.  They  are

(I)  lack  of  mutual  understanding  of  goals,  (2)  the  st"ctural  I.estrictious  of  the

Office of Protocol and the political system in Washington,  (3) passive  participation

of people in Hyogo.
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Chapter Ill analyzes the stmcture of the goverrments of Hyogo Prefectue and

Washington State. The implications of the cultural and organizational differences to

the affiliation win be explored to understand their impact on the relationship. It also

explains why  the  sister-state  Offiliation  ppogpans  are  imbalanced  by  focusing   on

the  political  system  of  Washington.  The  nature  of  the  programs,  the  long-term

planning and the ambiguity of effects are identified as its causes.  The difficulty of

the citizens' voluntny involvement in the affiliation pl.ograns in Hyogo is described.

Finally,  chapter  IV  win  pl`opose  how  the  I.elatiouship  should  develop  for  the

future.  The  organizational reform is suggested to develop fully the affination.  The

esbablishment   of   a   citizens   committee   is   recommended   in   Washington.    The

progranmatic  recommendations  al`e  set  forth to elrich the I.elatiouship.  Fonowing

ideas  are  proposed:  (1)  Regular  i`oint  meeting  between  Hyogo  and  Washington {?)`-,               i            ,

Networking of the affiliated cities, (3) Economic cooperation, (4) Exchange of `ideas

and information, (5) Linkage between the affiliation and the celebl.ation.

Interviews   and  library  research  are  major  tools  to  attain  the  goal  of  the

reseal'ch. Interviewees include staff of the Office of the Governor in both Hyogo and

Washington,  where  decisions  on  major  policies  are  basically  formed.  Other  state

employeesareinterviewedincludingstaffoftheWashingtonOfficeofProtocol.

in the  nbpary research,  books  on  sister-city  (state) relations, periodicals, and

goverrment  documents  are  examined  for  completing  the  research.  Although  the

sister-city  (state)  movement  is  getting  popular  at  the  moment, no colnprehelisive

studies  have  been  made  yet.  Thel`efore,  I  depended  on  periodicals  for  an  overall

history of sister-city affiliation,  and on goverrment documents, personal interviews

and my our observations on the Hyogo-Washington affiliation.

The  affiliation  between  Hyogo  and  Washington  can be more fuuy utilized and

produee more benefit for people in both .states.  People should know more  about the

affiliation and discuss how to utilize its affiliation.
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The relation between Japan and the U.S.A. has become tremendously important

in the world and this trend will keep going. Yet, as the relationships become tighter.

and closer, it has brought trade friction and may bl'ing  about  new  problems  in  the

future.  The Hyogo-Washington relationship is a tool given to people in both states to

approach  these  problems  at  state   level.   We   can  create   and  contl.ibute   better

relationship  between Japan  and  America by making full use of the affiliation.  The

possibility of expanding the affiliation is limitless.   I hope this paper will serve  for

the  better  understanding  of people in both states and pl.omotion of more enriching

relationship between Hyogo and Washington.
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CHAPTER  I

THE HISTORY AND  RATIONALE  OF SISTEF]-CITY AFFILIATION

INTRODUCTION

The  idea  of  sister-cities  was  officially  born  in  September   11,   1956,   when

President  Dwight  D.  Eisenhower  announced  the  "People-to-People"  pl.ogram.  The

34th president  beHeved  that  people  could  achieve  world  peace  and  international

good   will   through   a   "People-to-People"   concept.   It   was  his   beHef  that   the

government alone could not meet  the  challenge  of  obtaining  global  understanding.

The challenge Could be met only through the efforts of thousands of citizens willing

to represent their home cities.

The idea of sister-cities is not, however,  original to PI.esident Eisenhower. The

first sister-city affiliation was formed in late 19th century between the cities in the

U.S.A.  and Europe.  Since then, the movement has spread all over the wol'ld and the

number of cities which enter sister-city affiliation has been increasing  steadily.  In

this  chapter,  I  will  explore  the  history  of  sister-City  movements  from before the

World War 11 to the pl.esent time. We will see how the theoretical background of the

sister-city affiliation has changed in the course of time. At the end of the chapter, I

win set forth exalnples of successful sister-city affiliatious and explain in what way

the ties are beneficial.

A.     OFtlGIN  OF  THE SISTEF]-CITY lDEA

The  first  American  city  ever  to  have  started  an  affiliation  with  a  city  in

another  country  was  New  Ben,  North  Carolina,  which  formed  a  tie  with  Ben,

Switzerland  in  1893.   New  Ben  was  settled   in  1770  by   Baron   Chaistopher   De

Graffenried,   who   had  been   commissioned  by   Queen   Ame   of   England  to  take



a  group  of  Swiss  and  German  Palatines  to   America  to  start   a  new  life.   De

Gaffenried  was a citizen of Bern, Switzerland.  The two Bems have kept exchanges

through personal contacts of residents ever since. I

Prior  to  World  War  11,  links  between  the  U.S.  cities and foreign counterparts

were estal>lished   for two  main  reasons:  (I)  the  U.S.  city  was  founded  by  settlers

from  the  mother  country;  (2) the two cities had the sane name.2  Bern is the first

case.  The  same  is  tnie  of  Frankenmuth,  Michigan.  It  was  founded  in  1845  by  15

German  settlers from FI.anconia. Today, citizens of Frankelmuth sponsor exchange

students from southern Germany  and  annually  celebrate  a  Bavarian  Festival.  New

Ulm,  Mirmesota   and  its  historic  mother  City Ulm, West Germany also enjoy salne

kind of relation. Personal contacts, maintained in one form or another by succeeding

generations,   has   been  formalized  in   an  on-going  affiliation,   with  committees

appointed in both cities to select exchange students, arange group visits and carry

on active correspondence .

Several examples fl.om differ.ent pact of the wol.ld bring evidence that I.elations

found  merely  on  naniesake  can  bring  two-way  rewards  and friendship without the

cement  of  ethnic  ties  that  prevail  in  Swiss  and  Gel.man  cases  Cited  above.  The

sister-city  link between Toledo,  Ohio,  and Toledo,  Spain dates from  1931 when the

municipal  govemlnent   of  the   Spanish  Toledo,   aided  by  provincial   and   central

governments,  invited  a  delegation  fl.om  Toledo,  Ohio,  to  spend  a week as official

guests.  Committees were set up by each Toledo to maintain the friendiy inter-city

contact  which  was  established  by  the  visit.  Both  committees  have  caITied  out

exchanges of exhibits,  students'  art works  and  products  of  the  local  industry.  The

celebration  of  the  ''Golden  Year  of  Friendship"  throughout  1981  mal'ked  the  50th

anniversary   of  the   affiliation   between   the   two   cities.   In   Toledo,   Ohio,   the

committee  planned  a year-long program,` including,  a major event every month for

the celebration. 3
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In  the  case  of Montevideo, Mirmesota and its partner, Montevideo, the capital

of Urugray, it was the initiative  of  the  two  mayors  back  in  1946.  In  spite  of  the

differ.enoe  of  the  size  gap, the Umguayan capital has a population of mol.e than a

million,  while  the  Mirmesota  community  has  barely  6000  people,  the  Montevideo

committee has been able to effectively bridge the size. In June, ''Montevideo Fiesta

Days" in Minnesota, salutes the sister city relationship and  serves  as  a  community

Celebration.4

After World War 11,  an atmosphere of idealism affected sister-city movements

in  America.  Nearly  all  the  sister.-cities  initiated  in  the  U.S. began as a means of

providing assistance to war damaged Cities. Most of the partners with the U.S.  were

located   in  France,   Germany,   and  Netherlands.   Westpoint,   Cormecticut  had   an

affiliation  with  Marigriy,   France   in   1945.   The   idea  was  to   Cooperate   in   the

recoustl.uction of some devastated area in Eul.ope. Leaders of education and welfare

organizations in Westpoint chose Marigrry and named  their  organization  "Westpoint

Friends  of  Marigrry,  FI.ance."  They  started  theil.  aid  with  shipments  of  food  and

clothing.  As the years went by and rehabilitation was  completed,  it  was  no  longer

necessary to sent materials, but the Chl.istmas gifts to the children have continued.

By the  1950's,  motivation for the affiliation pl.ograln broadened and,  with  few

exceptions,  physical  aid  became  less  a  part  of  the  picture.  War  experiences  also

became less pl.ominent as criteria for selecting  overseas partners.

8.      DEVELOPMENT OF THE SISTEl]-CITY MOVEMENT

In 1955, the  Geneva Summit  Conference between U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. brought a

thaw in the "Cold War." It brought about the warmest relations between two  super

powers  since  1945.  After  the  Geneva  Summit Talks, President Eisenhower made a
"Report to the Nation" which kindred the idea of People-to-People diplomacy:



The  subject  that   took   most   of   ny   attention   was   the
possibility  of  increased visits by the citizens of one country into
the temitory of another, in such a way as to give each the fullest
possible  oppoltuliity to leani al]out the people of other nation.  In

:¥;sfiE!e=i tE:r8o= bh=oilfT5est degl.ee of agreementThetween

The promotion  and  implementation  of  the  President's  post-Geneva  call  for  a

free flow of people, ideas and goods had been discussed in U.S. information Agency,

predecessor to U.S. International Communication Ageney. Theodore C.  Steibert, the

USIA  director  presented  to  President  Eisenhower  the  "Presidential  PI.ogran  for

Wol.ld Understanding" in September.,  1955.  The ppogran included a  variety  of  ways

to  increase  flow  of  people  and  ideas, using every Conceivable media:  publieatious,

broadcasts,  exhibits,  cultul presentations,  tl.ade  fairs,  exchange  visits  of  sports

teams,   and  citizeus'   delegations  of  all  kinds.  Steibert  specifically  stressed  the

PI.esident's  role   in  calling  for  public  participation.   President   Eisenhower   was

enthusiastic al]out the plan.  It fitted his pl'edisposition to favor private participation

in international affairs and increased communication between people.

On September 11,  1956, President Eisenhower announced the "People-to-People

Program" to the nation. He I.eferTed to sister-city affiliation as follows:

''two   deeply   held   convictions   unite   us   in   common
purpose.   First   is   our  belief   in  effective,   responsive   local
government  as a principal hallmark of freedom.  Second is our
faith in the great promise of People-to-People  and sister.-city
affiliatious   in   helping   build   the   solid   stmeture   of  wol.ld
peace."6

A White House Colrference was Called by Eisenhower on September 11-12,  1956.

A  group  of  leading Amel.icas fl.om various walks of life were brought together to

discuss how to implement the President's eoneept.  After the two-day meeting,  the

participants   drafted   action   plans   and   estal]lished   forty-two   People-to-People

Committees.
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The sister-city idea, developed by the Civic Committee was one of the ol.iginal

activities of the People-to-People movement.  Mar.k Bortman,  a Boston industrialist

appointed  by  President  Eisenhower  as chairperson of the Civic Committee, proved

to be an indefatigable  chairperson.  He  visited  loo  countries  and  made  forty  trips

around the  world, spreading the sister-city concept.  He served the program eleven

years,  until  his  death  in  1967,  and  saw  the  program  grow  from  forty  affiliatious

shortly after the Civic Committee was formed in 1956 to over 350 affiHatious in 58

countries by 1967.

During these  years, the Civic Committee saw the need to expand its outreach

via the National League of Cities, whose membership included 14,500 municipalities.

Since  Febniary,  1958,  a  joint  conference  between  the  two organizations had been

held.  Howevel.,  as  mol.e  cities  heard  al]out  the  sister-city  program  and  joined,

requests for expert knowledge or desiral]le project ideas had rapidly increased.  The

original relationship between these ol.ganizatious becalne Confused,  and efforts were

initiated   to   give   a  more  formal  structure   and  policy  to  the  entire  national

sister-city movement.

On June  13,  1966,  a tax-exempt non-profit organization, the ''Town Affiliation

Association of the U.S.  inc." became reality in Washington D.C.  as a clearing house

for the sister-city pl.ograln. Patrie Helny, executive director of the National League

of Cities was asked to serve as the acting president of the association.  Today,  the

association works with nearly 750 U.S. cities affiliated with counterparts in some 86

countries.  It serves as a center for I.esearch., information,  counseling  and  provides

direct  contact  with  other  Countries.  A  twenty-five  member  board  of  directors

governs the Town Affiliation Association of  the  U.S.  Ine.  with  assistance  from  an

Advisory C ouncil.



When we look back into the  history  of  sister-city  affiHatious  in  America,  we

see  the transformation of the sister-city concept with the passage of time. Before

the World War 11, the ties were estabushed fop two reasolrs.  First, they were based

on the  relation between  an American new born city and its European mother city.

Secondly,  coincidence  of  the  same  nanle  of  the  city  cemented  two  communities.

After  the  World War 11, the ties between the U.S.  cities and foreigri partners were

established  for  charitable  reasons  to  help  war-torn  European  cities.  This  trend

decreased aftel' the post-war rehabilitation had been Completed.

When President Eisenhower proclaimed the People-to-People program in  1956,

sister-city progralns attracted lots of attention in Amel.ica in pl.omoting the goal of

the  PI.esident.  The  purpose  of  sister.-city  in  the  People-to-People  pl.ogpam  was

promoting  wol`ld  peace,  especially  emphasizing I'elatious with communist countries

at the Citizen level.

The  first  sistel'-city affiliation between the U.S. and Japanese city took place

in  1955.  St.  Paul,  Minesota  and  Nagasaki  became  sisters  and  this   is  the   first

sister-city affiliation with a foreigri partner in Japan. From 1955 to 1982, Japan had

established 425 sister-city ties. Out of 425, a total of 183  affiliatious are with cities

in  the  U.S.7  Japan  and  the  U.S.  have  by  far  the  largest  number  of  affiliatious

between two countries now.8

In  the  1970's,  new  motivation  for.  affiliation  was  promoted  in  the  U.S.  ''The

Technical Assistance Program" which helps urban pl.oblems  in  developing  countries

tlil.ough  sister-city  relations was intl'oduced.  Through the prograln,  funds are made

available  to  sister-cities  by  the  Town  Affihation  Association  of  the  U.S.  Inc.  It

receives  gI.ant  assistance  from  the  U.S.  Agency  for.  International Development.  A

Sister-city  can  send  a techliician to  its  partner  in  Africa,  etc.  to  improve  basic

needs of local people such is water and sanitation.9



There is a more recent motivation in the U.S.  for the progress of peace making

with the Soviet Union through sister.-city programs. In 1985, President Reagan told

the  nation,  on television  in  preparation  for  his  meeting  with  General  Secl.etary

Gorbachev  of  U.S.S.R.,  of  the  need  for.  the  People-to-People  diplomacy  and  for

more  sister-city  relations  with  U.S.S.R.  The  situation resembles  the  time  of  the

Eisenhower  Administration  in  1956.  PI.esident  Reagan  emphasized  the  I.ole  of  the

sister-city   affiliatious   to   impl.ove   international   relation   with   U.S.S.R.    Since

President Reagan announced it, the sister.-City program as a vehicle of wol'ld peace

has been re-emphasized and gained national support.

C. BENEFITS OF SISTEF]-CITY  PF]OGRAMS

The  concept  of  sister-city affiliation is unique in international programs.  It is

based on the idea that the foreigri relations of  cities  and  those  of  their  individual

eitizeus  are  vital to  the  international arena.  Through the exchange of iliformation

and sharing ideas, mutual understanding will be formed beyond national boundaries.

The   awareness   and  experience   of  other  culture   induces  futhel.  motivation  of

friendship, cooperation, tolerance and respect for cultural diversity.

To implement this idea, the sister-city program is committed to the process of

providing private eitizeus, through their community affiliation, with an  active  role

in  international  relationship  at  the  local  level.  The  uniqueness  of  the  sister-city

program lies in the fact that  citizens  of  all kinds  can participate  in  international

relations.

Sister-city ties can be a  vehicle  to  develop  economic  Cooperation.  Louisville,

Kentucky,  and  Montpeme,  France signed a joint agreement to increase import and

export  capabilities  and  to  promote  economic  growth  in  each  community.  Several

Steps were agreed to by'the two cities and by the two Chambers of Commel.ce:
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(1)   Coordination   of   the   exchange   and    dissemination    of    available    business

information;  (2)  Identification  of industries and enterprises with import and export

potential; (3) Economic assistance program; (4) Coordination   of govemllient aids for

trade   shows;   (5)   Encouragement   of   on-going  wol.king  relationship   among  staff

members of cities and  Chambers  involved;  (6)  Exchange  of  tl'ade  mission  to  build

economic ties. This economic development is aimed at helping small local business.L°

h  Illinois,  a sister-city  relation  faciHtated  a  $680  million  investment  from

Japan.  On October 7,  1985, the Mistubishi-Chrysler auto assembly plant project was

announced to be located in Bloomington-Nomal. It will be the largest manufacturing

investment  in  Illinois  in  more than two decades directly creating 2,5cO jobs in the

Commulty.11

During the more than twenty years of affiliation between Bloomington-Normal,

Illinois  and  Asahigawa,  Hokkaido,  they  have  exchanged  high  school  students  and

adult  delegations  and  caried  out  many  other  exchanges.  Yoichi  Nakane,  general

manager and Chief executive officer  of the  new  plant,  stated that  the  sister  city

program  with  Asaliigawa  was  a  "significant  factor"  in  the  decision  to  locate  the

plant there. Japanese language courses have been offered for several years at adult

education  classes  and  in  a  high  school  in  Normal.  The  experience  will  serve  to

estal]lish a private school for possible 250 Children of Japanese executives when the

factory is fully operational.L2

Sister-city pl.ograms can have significant effects which raise the quality of life

in communities  and make them mol'e sensitive and vibrant places to live and visit.

Knowledge of other cultures increases the awareness of  home  community  identity,

too. To know an other City and culture helps re-examine the home city and its Hfe.

Successful cases of revitalization of a small Japanese village are quite illustrative.
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Kastuyama  viuage,   Yamanashi  Prefecture,   had  suffered  from  parochialism

according to the mayor of Kastuyama,  Kikumi Sasuga. In spite of the location near

the  international  tourist  resort,  Mt.  Fuji  and  Lake  Kawaguchi, the residents wel`e

closed-minded  to  outer  ilifluence.  Mayor  Sasuga  decided  to   form   a  sister.-city

relation  with  Yawaranga,  Australia  through  the  aid  of  Australian  Ambassador  to

Japan to change the villagers'couservative and exclusive attitudes towards outsiders.

The  mayor.  has  made  full  use  of  the  newly  established  relations.  After  the

initiation  of  sister-city  ties,  Kastuyama  Village  has  had  visitors  not  only  from

Yawaranga but also fl.om Sidney and Melbourne. These guests give a speech relevant

to their career or  expertise  for  the  villagers  and  give  advice  on  activities  in  the

community.  For  example,  the advice fl.om a dil'ector of handicapped I.ehabilitation

center in Sidney was oarefll]ly exaniined and implemented in providing services  for

the   handicapped   in  Kastuyama.   Traditionally,   the  disal]led  were   diseriminated

against and regarded as inferior in the community. hispired by the idea of welfare of

an   Australian   visitor,   the   mayor   camied   out   new   social   programs   for   the

handicapped and the elderly.

When  the  new  public  buildings  were  coustmcted,  the  ideas  learned  from  the

visit  in  Australia  wel.e  I.ealized.   Free   Communication   Hall,   where   students   of

different  ages  come  and talk together,  was  installed  in  a  newly built  junior high

school.  An extended outdoor stage resulted from the idea Major Sasuga obtained in

the tour of Australia.

The   sister-city   affiliation   has   affected   the   sentiment   of   the   residents,

especially  the  students.   As  many  foreigri  guests  visited  a  junior.  high  school  in

Kastuyama, ''Intemational Exchange Club", where students enjoy exchange of letters

and  paintings  with  other  countries,  was  organized  voluntarily  by  students  in  the

school.  Even  at`a  preschool,  pupils  have  begun  to  demonstrate  a  dancing  while



singing   English  songs  when  they  have   foreigri  visitors.   The   elderly  also   have

increased confidence in their traditional culture such as folk songs, local dances and

a|tifacts,  because  guests  from  overseas  have  appreciated them  and praised their

value.  These  traditional  Customs  had  been  belittled  as  out  of  date   before   the

sister-city affiliation.

h tourism, ''minshuku" Oed and breakfast inns) in Kastuyama began to sell the

Australian  image  by  catering  Australian  wine  and  lamb  to  vacationers.  A  public

corporation was founded by the village government, local minshuku association  and

agriculture cooperative. Villagers have increased the pl.ide in their commuliity as a

result  of  the   affiliation,   and  the   once   closed   and  exclusive  village  has  been

Changing.]3   This   case   indicates   that   the   sister-city   affiliation   has   Hmitless

possibilities for betterment of the community if it is fully utilized.

D.     CONCLUSION

We  have  seen  the  evolution   of  the   sister.-City  pl.ogram   and  its  rationale.

Sister-city affiliation is beneficial in several ways. First, it will serve as a creative

force  for  international  understanding  through  community  action.  Everyone  has  a

curiosity  toward  un]mown  people  and  culture;  however,  this  can  be  very  easily

tuned into prejudice and/or xenophobia if people  lack  in  efforts  and tolerance  to

understand  diversities  of culture.  Sister-city  affiliation  is the  prime  way  for the

public to cultivate humanistic attitudes to different cultures and people, which is a

key  to  world  peace.  In  any  program  of  sister-city  affihiation, we should bear this

cause in mind. Educational and cultural exchanges are important to attain this goal.

These programs make people understand each other beyond the boundary of nation.

Secondly,  economic  cooperation  can  bring  forth  mutual  economic  benefits  to

both  sides.  Thl.ough  the  cooperation  of economic organization such as Chamber of

Commerce,  Sister-cities  can  gain  economic   profit.   The   organization  ear   offer
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information  on  trade,   commerce,  and  investment.  Thil.dly,  the  affiliation  helps

re-examine the value of local tradition and its identity. It gives an opportunity for

citizens to  reflect  on  their heritage in a local community. The awareness of local

identity  win  increase  and  people  will  gain  more  confidence  and  pride   in  their

community.

Finally,  the  exchange  of  ideas  with  people  in  a sister-city  is  quite  useful  in

public  admiristl.atious,  local  activities  and  so  on,  because  people  can  gain  a  new

perspective through the exchange of ideas with people in the sister-City.  Observant

and  sincel.e  participants  in  the  program  can  leani  a  legion  of  lessors  fl.om  the

partner, as is manifested in the case of Kastuyama Village.  The new knowledge can

be  used  in  any  field,  from  improvement  of  public  administrations  to  educational

enrichment.

The  upmost  goal  of sister-city affiliation is crreating world peace; howevel', it

has a variety of benefits from economic development to enhancement of community

identity.  The key to successful affiliation is people who engage in the affiliation. It

is all up to the efforts of people how much benefits and pl.ogress the affiliation can

bring forth.
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CHAPTEP  11

HYOGO-WASHINGTON SISTEFt-STATE

AFFILIATION  PPOGl]AMS

INTRODUCTION

In chapter. I, we have seen how the sister-city movement has developed and how

it  is  beneficial  to  people  and  their  community.   In  this  chapter,   I  discuss  the

sister-state  affiliation progralns  between  Hyogo  Prefecture and Washington State.

In Japan  a  prefecture  is  the  largest  entity  of  local  government  although  state

government  is  not  I.egarded  as  a  part  of  local  government  in  America.  However,

both ae the highest level of government which governs local area in both countries.

Therefore  sister-"state"  affiliation  is  widely  regarded  as  a  kind  of  sister-"City"

affiHation.

In  the  first  paid  of  this  Chapter, the history of the affiliation between Hyogo

and  Washington  is  explored.  Then,  the  implication  of  this  history  to  the  cument

condition  is  explained. Thirdly, the perspective on the affiliation for both states is

presented.   The   underlying   facts   which    determine    the    perspective    of    two

govermnents  in  the  affiliation  is explained.  Fourth, current on-going pl'ograns are

detailed respectively. in the fifth, it is discussed how these progralns serve for two

states. Finally, the present relationship is evaluated and the problems are identified.

A.     OPIGIN OF THE SISTEF]-STATE AFFILIATION

One   of   Japan's    leading    newspapers    depicts    the    signing    ceremony    of

Hyogo-Washington   Sister  State  Affiliation   held  in  Kobe,  Hyogo  Prefecture,  on

October 22, 1963 as follows:
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Hyogo   Prefecture   and   Washington   State   formally  became
''sistep states" on Tuesday.  A sister state  agreement  was  signed  by
Hyogo    Prefecture    Governor    Motohiko    Kanai    and   Washington
Govemop  Au]ert  D.  Rosellini  at  a  ceremony  held  at  the  Oriental
Hotel.  The  Ceremony  was  attended  by  280  people,  including  Kobe
Mayor,  Dr.  Chuiiro  Haraguchi  and  U.S.  Consul-General  ,  J.  Owen
Zurheuen.  Shortly  after noon,  the two governors, riding in an open
car, participated in a parade through the city.  A ppocession of seven
ships  Carrying Miss Kobe, the Sea Queen of Kobe and a music band

tmh:dsee:otnwdo::;Tp:£=eoTt::koE:Itp:=TFuees:T:x.Torfugaspatof

How did the affiliation come tine between Hyogo and Washington? A document

of  Hyogo  Government   descl.ibes   that   ''Dp.   Micheal   D.   Brown,   director   of   the

American   Cultural  Center  of  Kobe,   suggested  a  "sister-state"  relationship  to

Govemop  Motohiko  Kanai  of  Hyogo  Prefecture  in   Febmary   1963."2   Dr.   Brown

visited Governor Kanai to celebl.ate his inauguration on Febmary 18, 1963. Motohiko

Kanai had served as a vice governor  and  was  elected  as  a  governor  in  November,

1962.

After  this  unofficial  talk  on  the  sister.-state  affiliation,  Robert  P.  Chalker,

American  Consul-Genel.al  wrote  a  letter  to  Govemol.  Albert  D.  Rosellini  of  the

State of Washington to inquire into the possibility of estal]lishing a sister.-state  tie

between  Washington  and  Hyogo  on  June  28,  1963.  In the letter,  Chalkel. said that

Hyogo  Governor  Sakai  was  interested   in   establishing   a   sister-state   tie   with

Washington State. He pointed out sever.al reasons for such a relationship.

First was the similarity of both states.  Both are sea states and rely heavily on

international   trade    and   tourism.    Secondly,    Seattle   and   Kobe,    Spokane   and

Nishinomiya had maintained sister-city relations in their areas.  Thirdly,  a nulnber of

Washingtoniarrs  of  Japanese  ancestry  trace  their  roots  to  the  Kansai  area,  and

particularly Hyogo Prefecture.

However,   regarding  the  I.ole   and  the  functions   of  the   future  sister-state

relationship, he only  mentioned:  "it  is  likely  that  a  mariage  of  states  would  add

impetus  to  additional  city  affiliatious,  say,  between  the  smaller  communities  of
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western  and  northern  Hyogo   and   some   of   the   unaffiliated   Cities   in   eastern

Washington."

The  response  of  Washington  to   the   letter  was  written   on  July   11,   1963.

Governor Roselliri sent a letter to Chalker only two weeks later. Governor Rosellini

wrote:

"I would be very happy to have you convey to Governor Kanai
that  I  coneur  in  his  view  that  this  would  be  extreme  mutual
benefits. I know that the city affiliatious which are held by several
of  the  Washington  cities  with  'sister  cities'  in  Japan  have  been
extremely successful.  I an sincel.ely inter.ested in  establishing  such
a relationship."

It is suxprising how fast the Washington Government Could reach the decision to

enter.  into  the affiliation with a foreigri state. Whereas he expressed an inter.est in

the affiliation, it is difficult to imagine that the Washington state government  had

thought  out  specific  programs  to  be  implemented  between  Washington  and Hyogo

after the official agreement, because the decision was made in such a short period.

The attitude taken by Washington after the agreement verifies this.

Governor Kanai's first letter to Governor Rosel]ini was  written  on  August  14.

Govemop  Kanai  appreciated  the  favorable  reply from Washington Governor on the

affiliation. His letter indicates that he had been interested in sister-state affiliation

as a vice govemop before the suggestion of Dr. Brown. The letter said, ''1 [Govemor

Kanai]   have   long   been   cherishing   the   hope   of   an   early   realization   of   the

'Sister-State'   affiliation  between  your  state  of  Washington  and  our  own  Hyogo

PI'efecture.''

After the  unofficial  agreement,  there  had been frequent exchanges of letters

between them to prepare the sigriing ceremony of agreement on October  22,  1963,

while   Governor   Rosellini   visited   Japan   to   attend   the   "U.S.-Japan   Governors

Conference"  held  in  Tokyo.   Hyogo  Government  asked  for  photos   and   materials
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of   Washington   State   and   Governor   Rosellini,   and  the   message   of  Washington

Governor to people of Hyogo Prefecture, to release to the press on the day  of  the

ceremony.

Hyogo prepared and sent the draft of a sister-state agreement written both in

English and Japanese to Washington on September 14,  1963, which was consented to

without any revision by the Washington Government.  In  the  sane  letter.,  Governor

Kanai  proposed  "Plans  for  Projects  Embodying  the  Affiliation  to  Be  Caried  Out

Aftel' the Signing of the Agreement."

His  proposals   consisted   of   15   programs   from   exchanges  of  delegations  of

women's group, teachers, etc. to special radio and TV  programs  on  the  affiliation.

Interestingly  from  Washington's  point  of  view,  there  were  no  economic  exchange

programs suggested in the pl.oposals except for tourism cooperation.

Hyogo regarded the affiHation as an opportunity for Hyogo people of all sorts to

exchange   knowledge   with  Washington   and  to   promote   friendship.   The   booklet

"Hyogo-Washington  Sister  State  Affiliation"  published by Public Relations Division

of Hyogo Prefecture in 1964, describes the purpose of the ties as follows:

The affiliation is aimed at deepening friendship and tightening
relations  between  Hyogo  and  Washington.  Therefor.e, the voluntary
exchanges of all kinds of industry,  ol.ganization and  community  are
strongly  needed.  Hyogo  and  Washington  will  provide  communities
with   enongh   illformation .... Presently,    sister-city    relations    are
undertaken only within metropolitan areas, people in the countryside
such as among farmers could join international exchanges, then  the
effects  of  exchanges  would  be   enormous  in  the   agriculture   or
fishery. It is also expected that effective and appropriate exchanges

:£ucEt°i*;de¥:.#wete#eHypoLg:eanFwt:eins£°opneG::e:Ife:tes>.3heaLth.

To   publicize   the    affiliation   with   Washington   to   the   public,   the   Hyogo

Government   issued  a  series  of  booklets  which  explained  a  variety  of  aspects  of

Washington.4
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On the other hand, Washington Government doesn't  seem  to  have  had  a  clear

perspective on how to utilize the relation.  In the remarks at the sigriing ceremony,

Governor Rosellini mentioned, ''1 am delighted for this opportunity to implement an

accelerated  "People-to-People"  program  between  the  state of Washington and the

Prefecture of Hyogo .... I am  confident that we will be able to develop even greater

economic   benefits,    cultural  appreciation,   and  understanding  between  our  two

peoples from this agreement. "

George  Prescot,  Administrative  Assistant to Governor Rosellini commented in

an recent interview that ''there were a good deal of discussion on whether. or not to

enter  into  the affiliation.  It was Govemol. Rosellini who finally made the decision.

He  thought  establishing  a  friendly  relationship  of  this  kind  is  'a  good  thing'  for

Washington.M5

The  only  significant   affiliation  program   Governor   Rosellini   had  conducted

during his tel.in of office was to send the hgrahan High School Chorus to Japan. In

April  1963,  a  high  school  chorus  group  from  Hyogo  Prefecture  visited  the  West

Coast  of  the United States,  and they wet.e received in Seattle where the Ingraham

High School acted as a host group.  The delegation of the  Ingrahan  High  School  to

Hyogo  Came  true  in  1964;  howevel.,  there  have been very little flirther exchanges

like this kind since then.

a.      IMPLICATIONS OF THE  HISTOF]Y

In  I.eviewing  the  ol.igin  of  the  affiliation,  a couple of sigriificant facts helped

shape the future of the affiliation programs. In the first place, after. the unofficial

agreement,  the  Hyogo  Government  quickly  set up the ceremony of agreement and

disseminated  information  on  the  affiliation  to  the  public  in  Hyogo.  On  the  other

hand, the Washington Government began to make a reactive position.
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The difference in the attitudes of the two governments seems to reflect the gap

in  the  interest  of  one  country  toward  the  other.  For  Japan,  the  United  States

definitely had been the  most  influential  country  in  the  world.  The  influence  of

American technology and culture on Japan had been tremendous after the World War

||.  It  still  is  the  ease   now.   On  the   other  hand,   the  United  States  has  been

traditionally  influenced  by  far  stronger  from  European nations  I.ather than  from

Asian countries.  In the economic sphere, Japan was getting stronger at the time of

the agreement but not so much as the U.S. had to pay careful attention to it.

Secondly, the sister-state affiliation did not develop due to a popular movement

which is certaly desirable  in the  sister-city  or  -state  affiliation.  It is desirable

because the promotion of friendship among people is a mission of the affiliation.  The

government took the initiative to stat the ties in both Hyogo and Washington. The

resolution of the affiliation was made only in  the  Prefectural  Assembly  of  Hyogo,

and   the   lack   of   public   support   has   hampered   the   future   development   of

Hyogo-Washington Sister State affiliation.

C.     HOW   DO   THE TWO    CuF]F]ENT   GOVEF]NMENTS   SEE   THE   SISTEFt-STATE

AFFILIATION?

1        HYOGO  PFIEFECTuPE

Hyogo's  perspective  on  the  affiliation  is  in  large  measure  influenced  by  the

Japanese  genel.al  view  of  international  relations.  Therefor.e,  I  will  deal  with  the

cultural background of international relations in Japan first; then, I will exalnine the

perspective of Hyogo on the affiliation specifically.

a.     Cultural Background of International Flelations in Japan

Presently, sister.-state affiliation is regarded by  the  Hyogo  Goverrment  as  an

avenue   of  promoting   "internationalization",  a  term  which  is  Commonly  used  in
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Japan.  The  Japanese  see  "internationalization"  as  necessary  to  maintain  Japan's

present prosperity.  "Internationalization" roughly means two things:  (I) The cunent

trend of incl'easing exchanges and interdependence  between Japan  and  the  rest  of

the world, (2) A set of policies and measures which enable the Japanese to be I.eady

to face the trend.

Prime Minister Yasuhil.o Nakasone stated in a polity address before the Diet on

January 27, 1986 as fouows:

It is my intention fop Japan to play a role commensurate with

itosrgat;=#tnh:uftmppe°a¥e¥£ed..;.rotshpee¥±t?Torb:hne°wP:rat::6andpr°Sperity

His  statement  is  based  on  the  recognition  the  cument  Japanese  prosperity is

largely  built  on  stable  international  relations.  As  Japan  does  not  have  sufficient

natural resources to feed itself,  and to pl.oduce the enel.gy it needs or manufacture

goods for commeroe, there is no question that it must import to survive  and export

to sustain 120 million people living in an area one-twentyfifth of that of the United

States.

Yet,  in  spite  of  the  Japan's  increasing  dependence  on international relations,

most  Japanese  have  very  little  experience  in  directly  communicating  with  other.

peoples.  Japan is an isolated island country; there is little diversity in its I.ace and

language except for Korean and Chinese Citizens. It is regarded as a serious problem

that the aver.age Japanese has little international experience and tend to be closed

to other cultul'es  at  a time  when Japan has  to  stl.engthen  international  ties  with

othel. nations.

A  variety  of  efforts  has  been  taken,  especially  in  the  field  of  education  to
"internationalize"  the  Japanese.  All  students  have  to  study  English  for  six  years

from iuliiol. high to senior high school.  In higher education,  most four.-year coHeges
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require  students  to  take  at  least  a  two-year  course  in  English  in  addition to one

other foreign language.

The govemop of Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan, Kazuii Nagasu wrote:

"Japan  has  become  so  influential  in  the  world  for the  first
time  in  the  history  of  Japan,  so  that  all  the  Japanese  are  now
required  to  be  internationally  ol'iented ....  This  is  not  the  problem
that   only   the   national   government   is   responsible   for.    Local
govermnents should help oitizeus face the new trend."7

His sentiments ae widely supported and shared by other governors and mayors.

And the sister-state or -city affiliation has become prevalent as a means for local

govemlnents to promote "internationalization" in Japan.

A recent article in Japan Times Weekly mentioned this trend:

beco:'eHa¥as8hiosn£[S::Ire-]C±t¥oraff.L#pa£::eVI:title?art:irso*h::adLo:#
goverrments   [prefectune,   town   and   village]   many   setting   the
internationalization of their activities  as  policy  goals.  The  number
of   Japanese    sister-cities    [including   other   local   govemments]

#:r¥atthe£¥etf fir:jg.,Bartners reached 375 as of May 10, about 3o

b.     Sister-State F]elationship For Hyogo

Hyogo  PI.efecture  is  one  of the leading local governments in the international

relations. The mission of the sister-state affiliatious for. Hyogo is `help  its  citizens

:hf:oro::-

temational

Dife\jectives   of

-\-``,    J/

deepen their intemaLtional understanding by providing opportunitie

exchanges.  ''Outline  of  the  Office  of  the  Governor"  describes

Foreigri Affairs Division as follows:

We will develop progralns emphasizing increased opportunities
of  international  exchanges  for  prefectural  oitizeus  by  promoting

g#evpe_]gtaFets?rational  I.e[atious  with  other  nation  especially  with
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Sister    state    affiliatious    are    regarded     as     an     important     tool     for

"internationalization"  backed  by  the  public  consensus  of growing importance as to

international  relations.   Hyogo  has   six  sister  states:   Washington  State,   U.S.A.;

Khabarovsk  Territory,  U.S.S.R.;  Parana State,  BI.azil;  Guang Dong Province,  China;

Western Australia State, Australia; Parao, Trust Temitory of U.S.A.

Washington is the oldest partner fop Hyogo, so that the relation has seen more

exchanges than those with other partners. Since the enactment of the affiliation, all

the  Washington  governors  have  visited  Kobe.  An international symposium, "Age of

Local Government" took place in Kobe in July,  1985 to seek flirther development of

sister-state  relationships.  The  symposium  was spousored by Hyogo and three other

Japanese pl.efectures.  Governor Gardner attended the  symposium  and  his  presence

was greatly appreciated by the Hyogo government.

Overall,  Hyogo  sees  sister-state  affiliation  as  a  vehicle  to  internationalize

Hyogo   to   cope   with   growing   number   of   encounters   with   other  cultures.   So

educational and cultural exchanges  are  more  emphasized  than  economic  relations.

The  relationship  with  Washington  is  esteemed  very  important  because  of  its  long

history of exchanges.

2.      WASHINGTON  STATE

a.     Increasing Importance of International Ftelations

International trade  and  investment  have  become  an  increasingly  vital part of

the economy of Washington.  The value  of  tl.ade  has  increased  fl.om  $3.2  billion  in

1970,  to  $30.7  billion  in  1983.  This  trend  has  led  to  a  situation  where  a total of

350,000 jobs, one-fifth of  all  the  available  jobs  in  Washington  is  related  to  trade

activities.  Foreign  direct  investment  in  Washington  also  has  increased,  creating

19,000 jobs.]° Washington's fol'eign trade has been  principauy  directed  toward  the
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nations  in  the  Pacific  Rim.  Japan  ranks  the  first  in  the  amount  of  trade  with

Washington, which amounts to 35°/o of all trade value in 1983.LL

Washington  has  a  long  history  of  international  relations  with  Asian  countries

which started before its statehood.  However,  Washington  State  has  long  looked  to

out-of-state  domestic  sources  for  investment,  but only within the last decade has

interest  focused  on  foreign  sources  of  capital.]2  Until  lately,   the   economy   of

Washington   had   largely   depended   on   industries   processing   natural   resources,

especially  the  forest  products  industry.  People  in  Washington  had  been  al]le  to

maintain  a  higher  wage  than  national  level  depending  on  these  industries  until

sevel'al years ago.

In   recent   years,   Washington's  tl.aditional  manufacturing  industry,   such   as

luniber has  slipped.  At  the  same  time  the  state  government  has  faced  financial

predicament.  Trade and foreign investment have become considered as an important

alternative  for  Washington's  economy.   Washington   Government   has   incl.easingly

emphasized   international   business   so   that   the   sister.-state   affiliation  is  seen

primarily as a potential resource fop international economic development.

b.     Sister-State Relationship for washington

Governor  Booth  Gardner  made  a  speech  at  the  International  Symposium  of

Local Goverrment in Kobe on July 10,  1985. in the speech, he revealed his view on

the sister-state affiliation as follows:

'We  in  Washington  take  our  sister-state  and  -city  relation
seriously.  They  are  important  to  help  make  business  contacts,  of
couse.  They  are  important  for  on  a  personal  level,  too,  because
they bring the people of our two great nations closer together .... Our
ties with Japan and other countl.ies of the Pacific Rim need to grow
even   stronger.    Cultural   ties   between   nations   are   extremely

gFspe°n¥iEtto :chipepv°emt°hteinfop:dc::::eLcthact°%Peei::££:. „Lgrd   absolutely
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Although  the  remarks  cover  the  whole   scope   of   benefits   of   sister-state

affination,  it  seems  clear  that  the  most  important  under.lying  motivation  that

Governor Gardner sees in the relationship is the possibility of ''business contacts".

A    document    of    the    Washington    Department    of    Trade   and   Economic

Development,  which  was  prepared  to   as  background  information  for  Governor

Gardner  on the sister-state affiliation, eleal.ly stated this point: "Commeree is the

principal motivation  for  the  state's  outreach to  other  lands."  Since  the  economic

relations  with  Pacific  Rim  are  expected to increase, educational and cultural ties

are  regarded to  be  important  with respect  to  setting the  basis  fop the  enhanced

economic  ties.  However, the benefits of these exchanges are not clearly identified

and Washington Goverrment has not taken initiative to promote Cultural exchanges.

It  is  important  to  reeogriize  the  differences  in  their  I'espective  views  on the

affiliation.   Hyogo  regards   the   affiliation   as   a   tool   for   "internationalization".

Washington  sees  it  as  an  avenue  fop  ''business  contacts".  Hitherto,  they  have  not

clearly   recognized   the   difference   of   motivation;   therefore,   they   have   not

established prograns to accommodate this.  Moreover, Washington does not seem to

have strong desire to use the affiliation as tool for economic development.  And  up

to the moment, the ties between two govemlnents have seldom seen same amount of

enthusiasm to carry out the progralns.

D.     ON-GOING SISTEf]-STATE AFFILIATION PF]OGF]AMS

For  more  than  two  decades,  a  variety  of  exchanges  has taken place between

Hyogo and Washington. Table 1 at the end of the chapter, shows partial examples of

exchanges for the entire history of the affiliation.  At the moment, there al.e seven

on-going  programs   which   involve   either   Hyogo   and   Washington   governments,

including two prograns to be initiated this year.
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Curent  programs  are  mostly  initiated  by  Hyogo   and   serve   the   goal   of

internationalization.   Cultural  and  educational  programs  are  prevalent,  however,

they  al`e  not  well  known  to  ordinary  citizens  and  the  number  of  people  who  are

involved   in   the   programs   is   relatively   small.   The   pl.ograms   of   Hyogo   are

implemented by the  government  and  thus  do  not  have  financial  problems.  On  the

other hand, the Washington State Government has not been directly involved in some

of exchange progra]ms like  Hyogo, because cultural exchanges are not regarded as a

task of the Office of Protocol, which exclusively deals with international pelatious.

The support of the state government is needed to implement pl.ograms smoothly.

1.      HYOGO SEMINAFt  oN  THE  u.S.  BuSINESS

The year 1986 will see  a new program.  "Hyogo  Seminar  on  the  U.S.  Business"

was   for.mulated   by   the   For.eign   Affairs   Division   of   Hyogo   Prefecture.   The

participants in the seminar are employees of Hyogo Prefectural Government and its

municipal   govemlnents    and   employees   of   coxporatious   in   Hyogo   Prefecture.

Govemol. Sakai developed the prograln as a way to advance internationalization fop

business people and government employees.

Seminar participants will stay at the University  of  Washington  fop  five  weeks

during  the  summer  to  study  public  administration  and  business  in  America.  The

number of participants is expected to be 30 altogether..  During the session, they will

have lectures from professors at the U.W.  and do their own research in the areas of

their  special  interest  op  expertise.  Government  employees  win  visit  Olympia  and

Conduct a research in I`elevant state agencies.  Fees for the pl.ograrn will be paid by

an organization which send its participants.

The  need  for  nurturing  the  international  businessman  or  administl.atop  in  the

Japanese  organization  is  gaining  impetus.   The  Japan   Committee   for   Economic
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Development   (Keizal   Doyukal),   a  powerful  Japanese   economic   ol.ganization   of

business leaders claimed, in its White Paper on Enterprises issued in 1986  "Japanese

companies  must  train  their  employees  to  be  tnily  intemational''.  It  stressed the

importance  of  familiarity with the  history,  culture  and  customs  of  the  countries

involved.L4 Hyogo Seminar is based on the growing awareness of need for nurturing

in the Japanese organization staff with international perspective.

2.      NEWLEADEFt  pFtoGRAM

In the New Leader Program,  an employee of Washington State Government can

visit  and  live  in  Hyogo  fop  one year to deepen his op her expertise and knowledge

about  Hyogo.  This  program  starts  in  1986,  and  it  is  coordinated  by  the  Foreign

Affairs   Division.    The    Hyogo    Government   sponsors   the   program   to   provide

Washingtonians   with   a   chance   to   learn   al]out   the   Japanese   sister-state   of

Washington.   The   prograln   also  expects  the  employee  from  Washington  to  be  a

representative of Washington on ceremonial occasions.  It is the first time in  Japan

that a prefectural govemlnent has invited a person from sister-state government for.

a long-term.

This  program  will  make  it  possible  fop  general  citizens  and  the  government

employees  of  Hyogo  to  meet  and  exchange  ideas  with  a  repl'esentative  of  the

American  sister-state.  The candidate from Washington to Hyogo is selected by the

Office   of   Protocol   in   Department   of   Trade   and   Economic   Development   of

Washington.

3.      HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER  EXCHANGE  PROGRAM

When  president   of  the   Hyogo  Prefectural  Association  of  Secondary  School

Principals  visited  Seattle   to   attend   an   annual   confer.ence   of   his   counterparfu

association    in   November,    1963,    a   sistership    affiliation   between   them   was

established.
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Since   1965,  both  assoeiatious  have  sent  its  president  altematively  for.  the

armunl Conference of the  other  partners.  Through  the  affiliation,  the  exchange  of

high school teachers between Hyogo and Washington began in 1983.

Hyogo  also  invites  foreigri  teachers  from  the  Great  Britain  and  Australia  to

teach   English   conversation   at   prefectural   high  schools.   In  the  program   with

Washington, a teacher fl.om each Country visits the other to teach at a local school

for  one   academic   year.   However,   Washington  state  has  not  provided  financial

support fop this program. Teachers are supposed to receive their salaries from their

original school.  As the state government has financial problem  and a school district

works on small-scale budget base, no school district could finances  their.  shal.es  of

the program in 1985.

in Hyogo, all the pl.efectural high schools are directly opperated by the Office

of Prefeetural  Superintendent  of  PubHc  lnstmction  and the program is deemed an

important sister-state pl.ogram. Therefore, no financial problem has arisen on Hyogo

side. Washington was able to send only one teacher. for these last three years. So SPI

of Hyogo expressed eoncem over the continuation of the program.  The staff of the

Washington  Association  of  Secondary  School  Principals  is working to find a school

district   to   spolisor   the   prograln,   however,   it   may   be   necessary   to   seek   a

state-fended  prograln  to  secure  its  Continuation.  The  Office  of  PI.otoeol  is  not

involved  in  this  program   because   educational   exchange   is   deemed  beyond   its

jurisdiction.

4.      INTEFtNATIONAL SEMINAR  Fort  HYOGO  HIGH  SCHOOL STUDENTS

Since  1977,  Hyogo has sent approximately 150 high school students every year

to the University of Washington to have hands-on experience of American life.  The

students  who  participate  in  the  pl.ogram  pay  their own expelises. While staying at

the dormitory of the University of Washington for two weeks, .they have  lessors  in
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Engrm conversation and American culture. The other activities include a few field

trips and a two-night home-stay.

Reflecting the high interest in Engnsh language and f oreign nations, especially

in the U.S., the prograni has succeeded in I.eoniiting as many as 150 students every

year.  Although  the  seminar  is  only  a two-week   session,  it  provides  the  younger

citizens of Hyogo with  an  opportunity to  deepen their  international  understanding

through the personal exposure to American culture.

This  seminar  is  planned  and  undertaken  by  the  Foreign  Affairs  Division  of

Hyogo  Prefectural  Goverrment.  It  is  Foundation  of  htemational  Understanding

Thl.ough  Students  (FIUTS),  a  non-pl.ofit  organization  located  at  the  University  of

Washington, that takes care of the Hyogo students in Washington.

5.      THE     INTERNATIONAL     SEMINAP      Fol]     WASHINGTON      HIGH     SCHOOL

STUDENTS

The  International   Seminar   for   High   School   Students   became   a   two-way

exchange  between   Hyogo   and  Washington  when  Washington  began  to  send  five

students  to  Hyogo  Prefecture  in  1984.   FIUTS  recruits  high  school  students   in

Washington  fop  the  two-week  seminar  pl.ograrli.  They  learn  introductory Japanese

and attend cultural events while staying at the dormitory  of  Training  Institute  for

Hyogo  Prefectural  Government  Employees.  They also visit high schools in Kobe to

meet local students. The Foreign Affairs Division sets up the schedule and caries it

out while the seminar is basically funded by participating students.

6.      THE        FACULTY        EXCHANGE        BETWEEN        KOBE        UNIVERSITY        OF

COMMEHCE(KUC} AND  THE  EVERGPEEN STATE COLLEGE(TESC)

In 1979, Richard W. Alexander, a faculty member of TESC  was sent to Kobe for

six   months   to   teach   at   Kobe   University   of   Commerce   (KUC),   one   of  three

pl.efectural colleges in Hyogo. Since that time, a faculty exchange program has been
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implemented between the two colleges. Every year both colleges send one instructor

to  the  partner  for  a  six-month  period.  The  professors'  experience  in  the  other

cultue  is widely shaed by  their  students  through  Class  lectures,  ete.  when they

come back. Visiting faculty ear also teach foreigri  students  with the  advantage  of

different perspective on the subject.

Salary and other expenses for the exchange teacher  are  paid  by  the  teacher's

own college.  As this program has been successful, the exchange of students between

KUC and TESC has been proposed and will be underway in a few years.

7.      HYOGO      EMPLOYEE     TFtAINING     IN     MASTER     PF]OGRAM     OF     PuBLIC

ADMiNisTRATloN  AT THE EVERGnEEN STATE COLLEGE

Hyogo decided to send an employee of the pl.efectural government each year to

TESC for the two-year Master's PI.ograrn  of Public Administration in 1981.  Since a

life  time  employment  system,  in  which  people  work  for  the  sane  government  op

corporation  until  retil.ement  age,  prevails  in  Japan,   employee  training  is  very

important in any organization.

In addition to in-house tl.aining,  Hyogo had sent two employees every year to a

domestic  graduate  school  for  two  years  before  the  begirming  of  the  overseas

prograni with TESC. The govemlnent selects a candidate among those who apply for

the program. h this program, a candidate has a choice as to which graduate school

he  win  attend,  however,  the  Persormel  Division  recommends  him  to  go  to  TESC

taking the sister-state affiliation into consideration.

The   program   provides   employees   with   an   international   sense    of   public

administration.  The  nunbep  of  employees  who  can  be  on  the  program  is  limited.

However,   this  program   gives  the   participants   an   in-depth   experience   in   the

sister-state.   The  purpose   of  the  program   for  Hyogo   Prefecture  is  to  develop

diversified   persormel    with    an    international    backgiound    to    cope    with    the
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changing  trend  specifically  intemationa)ization.  This  prograln  is  funded  by  Hyogo

Prefeetue, and since 1984, TESC has completely waived the tuition of the student

from the Hyogo goverlment.

E.      HOWDO THE CuF]F]ENT PF]OGFtAMS SERVE  FOR  THE TWO STATES?

1.      HYOGO  PF]EFECTURE

The Hyogo government has energetically explored the new field of sister-state

relationships.  Newly  intl.odueed  progralns  tend  to   provide  participants  with  an

opportunity of I.elatively long-term experience in a different culture. The long-term

program  has  been  a  significant  boon  fop  participants  who  can  nurture  in-depth

understanding  in  the  affairs  of the  sister-state,  which  is  impossible  to  gain  in  a

short-term  prograln.  The  cost  of  the  program  is  obviously  more  expensive,  but

Hyogo see the benefit of a long-term program.

It is notable that the pl.esent ppograns are geared toward exchanges  more  fop

employees   of   institution,   especially  prefectural  goverrment   officials  than  for

ordinary oitizeus. Compared with the original intention of the affiliation which helps

exchanges of people of all sorts to promote friendship, the cunent tendeney seems

to emphasize the exchange of knowledge more than pl.omotion of friendship   among

citizens. Learfug fl.om other sister-states is more stressed in the recent programs.

Behind this trend, there lies the strong conviction of Governor Sakai  regarding  the

benefits  of  the  sister.-state affiliation.  He wrote in ''Toward CI'eative Partnership"

as follows:

''1   met   Associate   Professor   Mitsuru   Hashimoto   of   Konan
University in San Fransisco on the way back to Japan for.in Seattle.
He told me, 'The United States still has unlimited potential in future
development.   It   is  absurd  that  some  Japanes`e  claims  Japan  has
surpassed America. We need to throw away such a self-conceit and

rme#eor:::em;f::#vitc°t£::Tstfrpo°n¥lyAmrire±:a#£fr:e.FLgksimmeusely
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Learfug  knowledge  from  other  Countries  has  been  the  way  of  life  fop the

Japanese, who have lived in isolated islands since the ancient times.  China was once

a main source of new ideas such as whting systems. After the World War 11, the U.S.

becallie  a teacher  for  Japan.  Today's  prosperity  in  Japan  is  largely  due  to  the

technology and knowledge obtained from  America, so that Governor Sakai seems to

regard the sister-state affiliation as an avenue of leaning  from  America.  Current

programs  reflect  the  intention  of  Governor  Sakai which is to introduce knowledge

from   other  nations   and  to   exchange   ideas   among   sister-states.   Cultural   and

educational programs are becoming more important than ever before.

2.      WASHINGTON

The  ctnent  programs  have  been  largely  initiated by  Hyogo.  Washington has

Hmited its affiliation programs as a means to expand trade and to attract  business

investment from Japan.  It is the trade mission of Washington undertaken once every

few years  that  utilizes  the  sister-state  I.elation.  When  Governor  Gardrer  visited

Japan  with  the  trade  mission  in July,  1985,  Hyogo Government acted to introduce

the delegation members to business people in Hyogo and nearby areas at the request

of    Washington.    However,   no   regular   and   constant   programs   for   economic

cooperation  have  been  initiated  by  Washington  or  discussed  between  the  two

governments.

In cultural and economic exchanges, the Washington government I.esponds to the

Hyogo's  request.  For  example,  the  Washington  government  helped  Hyogo  initiate

new  programs  such  as  ''New  Leader"  and  "Hyogo  Seminar  on  the  U.S.  Business"

programs.   Through   these   programs,   Washingtonians   can  be   involved   and  gain

international understanding.  Yet, this approach is too passive if Washington intends

to  promote  international  understanding  with Hyogo.  The goverlment has resources
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to advance the affhiation if it intends to do so in spite of the  stmctural problems

which are discussed  in the next chapter.

Overall,  Washington has  not tried to  utilize  fully  the  sister-state  affiuation

with  Hyogo  in  either  economic  development  or cultural exchanges.  The affiliation

has  been  associated  with  "protocol"  which  implies  the  relations   only  between

government officials rather than as an opportunity of diverse exchanges for citizens.

THE AFFILIATION AND THEm CAuSEsPFtoBLEMS OFF. THE

Through the review of the on-going pl.ograms, two fundamental problems  have

surfaced. The affiliation is one-sided and people are not involved in the affiliation.

There are three factors which have brought forth these problems. They ae  (I)  the

lack of mutual understanding of goals, (2) the restriction of the pontical system of

Washington  and  organizational  sturctue  of  its  Offce  of  Protocol,  (3)  the  passive

participation of people in Hyogo.

1        PFtoBLEMS OF THE CUF]F]ENT AFFILIATION

The curent affiliation has two major problems. First, the affiliation is lopsided.

Initiatives  of  pl.ograns  have  been  taken  by  Hyogo   since  the  begiming   of  the

affiliation.  Hyogo  has  cultivated the  affiliation  to  serve  the  goal of Hyogo.  As it

sees that educational and cultural exchanges are most  importance  elements  in  the

affhiation,  these  types  of  programs  have  been  initiated under the auspices of the

Hyogo Prefectural Government. On the other hand, the Washington Govemlnent has

not  enthusiastically  utilized   the  affiliation  neither  in  educational  pl.ograns  nor

economic relations.

Secondly,  the  sister-state  affiliation  has  not  involved  very  many  citizens  in

both   sta.tes.   Paticipation   of   people   is   a   critical   fa,ctop   to   futher   mutual
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understanding in the affiHation.  However, people who are involved in the affiliation

programs especially long-term programs are employees of the  prefectural  or  state

iustitutious.  The  lack  of  people's  participation  has  I'esulted in that of publicity of

the affiliation. The affiliation does not have eitizeus who strongly support it.

2       CAuSESOFTHEPF]OBLEMS

One reason of these problems is lack of mutual understanding of goals by both

govemlnents.  Until now, there have been visits of both govemlnent officials to the

partner. However, most of these visits wel.e "good will" visit   which were dealt with

as  protocol.   In  these   visits,   people  in  both  governments  have  ral.edy  discussed

specific goals which they alms at in the affiliation.  They have not talked on where

the affiliation should go and how it should be developed.  If they had understood the

difference of the goals clearly and made effort to accommodate the differ.ence, the

imbalanced affiliation could have been eolfected.

The  Causes  of  the  problems  in  the   affiliation  lie  not   only  in  the   mutual

understanding  but  also  in the  ways both  governments  deal with the affiliation. In

Washington,  two  fundamental  f actors  are  accountable  fop  the  passive  posture  of

Washington govemlnent to the affiliation.

One  is  stmetural restl'iction  of the  Office  of  Protocol.  It  is the  only  office

which  is  responsible   for  the  sister-state  affiliation  in  Washington  Government.

However,  the  I.ole  of  the  Office  is  strictly  protocol.  It  is  not  required  to  set  up

policies for the affiliation,  although the poHcies are necessary to make the most of

the affiliation in the long rm. The other problem is that it can not initiate progralns

involving many people such as cultural exchanges.  As it is a part of Department of

Trade and Economic Department,  it  can  not  act  actively  in  implementing  various

programs.  The  Office  of  PI.otocol  is  also  understaffed and not accountable for all

the affiliation programs.  In  the  present  bpganization,  Washington  can  not  actively

initiate the affiliation programs to utilize fully the relationship.
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The other reason of the pl.oblems is the political system of Washington which is

detailed  in the next chapter. The affiliation is a long-term effort and the strategy

of the affiHation should be created on the long-term basis.  However., it is difficult

to  set  up  a  long-term  poHcy  in  the  decentralized  political system of Washington.

The  effects  and benefit  of  the  affiHation  eon  not  be  clearly  recognized  in  the

short-term   basis.   This   character.istic   of   the   affiliation   programs   makes   the

goverliment  hesitate  to  involve  deeply  in  promoting   prograns.  In  the  political

system  of Washington,  the  programs,  which  eon  not produce visible results and/or

are not supported by constituency, will not be favorably accepted and promoted by

the  government.  h  short,  the  structural  restriction  of the Office of Protocol and

political system of Washington are aceountal]le for. reactive posture that Washington

has taken toward the sister-state affiliation.

In  contrast  to  the  Office  of  PI.otocol  in  Washington,  Hyogo  has  the  Foreign

Affairs  Division  which  deals  with  the  sister-state  affiHation  extensively.  It  is  a

clearing  house  of  international  exchanges  in  Hyogo.  The  division  has  more  than

twenty  staff  members  and  is  responsible  for  not  only pl.otocol but also setting up

overall  international  exchange  poliey.  The  Foreigri  Affairs  Division  dil.ectly  deals

with four on-going progl.ams out of seven.  Other three programs are camied out in

the Office of Education Board, the Persormel Division,  and the  Education   Division

under  the  international  exchange  policy  which  is  mainly  decided  by  the  Foreign

Affairs Division.

In  the  poutical  system  of  Hyogo,  the  governor  has  a  strong  leadership.  The

governor has promoted actively the sister-state affiliation programs backed by  the

public recognition of internationalization.  Hyogo has been able to initiate a variety

of  programs.   However,   strong   leadership   of   the   government   has   a   negative
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aspect.   The   voluntary  involvement   of  citizens  to  push  toward  the   affiliation

prograns is seen less often than that in American sister-cities where citizens carry

out all of the programs on their oun financial basis. The trend of strong leadership

of the government is due to Japanese political cultue. People tend to be passive and

rely on the government in implementing either sister-City or -state affiliation. It is

difficult for citizens to Carry out the sister-state Offiliation programs  without  any

assistance of the government.

In  the  next  chapter,  the  background  of  these  problems   are   explored   by

examining the political system of both governments.
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Oct.  1963

Nov.  1963

Sep. 1965

Apr.  1966

Aug.  1966

July, 1967

Mar.  1970

Oct.  1971

Au8.  1972

0ct. 1976

July 1977

Oct.  1977

April' 1978

TABLE 1

CHF]ONOLOGY OF EXCHANGES

Written  agreement  on  sister-state  relationship  signed  in  Kobe  by
Governors Motohiko Karial and Albert D. Rosehini

President   of   Hyogo   Prefeetural   Senior   High   School   Principal's
Association visits Seattle to attend annual conference of Washington
State Association of  Secondary  School  Principals.  Sister  affiliation
between the two associations agreed to at the conference.

Kwansei  Gakuin  University  Glee  Club  visits  Washington,  and gives
goodwill performances in Seattle and Spokane.

Washington TI`ade Mission to Far East, headed by Governor Daniel J
Evans, visits Hyogo.  ''Modem American Fine Arts Exhibition" held in
Kobe,  Himeii,  Nishinomiya  and  Amagasaki,  as  first  act  exchange
PI'Ooran.

University   students   in   Hyogo   visit   Washington   under   student
exchange    program    spousol`ed    by    Hyogo    PI.efectural    Women's
Federation

Members  of  Kobe  Y.M.C.A.  visit  Washington  under  Kobe-Seattle
Y.M.C.A. Youth Exchange Program

Washington State  participates  in  ''EXPO  '70,"  Osaka,  with  its  own
pavilion.

Seven  woodcut  pl.ints   donated  by  Washington,   and  exhibited   at
Hyogo Modern Fine Arts Museum, Kobe.

Hyogo participates in Washington International Trade Fair, Seattle.

Hyogo PI`efectural Assembly presents 200 cherry and comphol` trees
to   Washington   in   commemol`ation   of   Bicentenliial   of   America's
independence.

First   international   Seminar  for   Hyogo   High  School  Students   in
Seattle,

Governor  Dixy  Lee  Ray  visits  Hyogo.  Joint  declaration  for  Closer
I'elations signed and proclaimed.

Joint  International  Goodwill  Mission  and  American  Industry  Study
Mission,  comprising  300  members  led  by  Governor  Tokitada Sakai,
visit   Washington   to   commemorate    15th   year    of    sister-state
affiliation. Joillt declaration signed and proclaimed.
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Sept. 1979         Ery°of6o RtL:h%:chw.atAL£:£debrrit:%£tEyveorforeceonmit:tee c:uea8etis¥tsit§

professor.

Oct. 1980

Mar.  1981

Hyogo sponsor the Toutle River Steelhead Restocking PI.oiect in the
wake of the Mt. St. Heleus eruption.

Washington participates in "Portopia  '81" Exposition, Kobe, with its
our pavilion.

May. L98L         8isltt£#&g:£tEosp±:aL,at±°e¥L%,  £:ne±uydoegdo   p::fewcete:al  8E:::::S

Hospital, Kobe.

Junei L98[        S:;ecme::b::#onsr:¥o#:it§]#.y08O to attend washingron's special

Feb.1982            Goodwiu   mission   formed   by   Japan-American   Society   of   Hyogo
Prefectural Assembly visits Washington.

July.1983         :%°m8gerssi:tderb-yst6:%e£:Lre§a±±:; VIts°Ltswwasashifeinife°:i t:°cmopinrL::£ori:8

20th anniversary of sister-state affiliation.

Oct. 1984 Hiroshi Ida, Speckep of Hyogo Prefecture  Assembly, visits Governor
John Speuman in Olympia.

Julyt l985        #°:g3|ron8°°Lt:p&armgnetr  #d fr¥dfeLy' £{€  r£3r:Sea:gtfgies%er°_fst#t:
symposium and travel to Awaji Island for Kuniuni Festival.

Source:  Chronology of Exchanges, Washington Department of  TI.ade
and Economic Development
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Abelrdeen -

Aubun -

Beuevue -

Bellinghan-

BI`emerton -

Brewstel' -

Camas -

Edmonds -

Everett -

Kelso -

Kent -

Lckewood -

TABLE 2

SISTEFI  CITIES IN WASHINGTON

Hakui, Japan
Kanazawa, Japan

*Kasugal, Japan

Yao, Japan

Tateyama, Japan

Kne, Japan
Olongapo, Philippines

Takahogi, Japan

Hosoe, Japan

*Himeji, Japan

Iwakuni, Japan

Kelso, Scotland

*Kaibara, Japan

Fussa, Japan
Loneview-Komatsushima, Japan

Moses Lake-Yonezawa, Japan

Olympia -

Puyallup

Renton -

Seattle -

*Yashiro, Japan

Kiiimadaira, Japan

*Nishiwcki, Japan

*Kobe, Japan
Bergen, Norway
Tashkent, USSR
Beer Sheva, Israel
Mazatlan, Mexico
Nantes, France
Christchurch, New Zealand
Mombasa, Keniya
Manuaga, Niouaragua
Galway, Ireland
ReyJavik, Iceland
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March 9, 1979
0ct.  18, 1978

June 9, 1968

June 23, 1969

July 11, 1958

0et. 20, 1970
Sept. 28, 1960

spring ig68

Sept. 29, 1981

March 20, 1973

Aug.  1,  1962

Nov. 24, 1968

Nov. 24, 1968

Fall 1980
July, 1983

May I, 1981

April 1981

0ct. 3, 1977

July 11, 1969

0et., 7, 1957
May 22,  1967
Jar. 27, 1973
April 18, 1977
Nov.  19,  1979
July 14, 1980
April 1981
June 1981
Jam.  11' 1983
not knoun
not knoun



Spokane -

Tacoma -

Tuhila -
Vancouver -

Walla Walla -

Wenatchee -

Yakima -

#Nishinomiya, Japan
Lubeck, Germany

Kita Kushu, Japan
Kusan, Kol.ea
Kiriat Motzkin, Israel

kawa, Japan

Arequipa, Peru

*Sasayana, Japan

Kuroishi, Japan

ltayanagi, Japan
Keelung, Taiwan

April 5, ig62
June 2, 1980

June I, 1957
Feb.  19,  1979
March 18, 1979

Nov.  19,  1979

0ct.  12, 1961

Aug. 23,  1972

Sept. 26, 1972

Feb. 2, 1972
Fall 1980

*Cities in Hyogo PI.efecture

Sources:    Sister    Citiy    Affiliation   in   Washington   State,   Washington
Department of TI.ade and Economic Development
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CHAPTEFI  Ill

COMPARISON  OF HYOGO AND WASHINGTON  GOVERNMENTS

lNTFtoDUCTION

In the previous chapter, we found the oument Hyogo-Washington Affiliation

''unbalanced''.   Initiatives  have   been  decisively  taken  by  Hyogo.  Ppogralns  are

mainly educational and are implemented to serve mostly the objectives of Hyogo.

This   chapter   aims   at   analyzing   the   unbalanced  situation  from   a  different

perspective. The approach is an analysis  of sister-state's  political  stmcture  and

its Culture which affect each govemlnent. The political system inevitably affects

policy  formation.   Policies   on  sister-state   affiliation   are   no   exception.   The

unbalanced situation in the sister-state affiliation are largely accountable for. the

difference of political system.

In  this  chapter, first the differences between the Japanese prefectural and

American  state   governments ' are   discussed.   Secondly,   the   functions   of   the

govemop  of  Hyogo  and  Washington  are  detailed.  Finally,  as  a  case  study,  the

organization of the two Offices of the Governor, the core of the governments will

be   compared   to   understand   the   differences   in   the   function   of   the   both

governlnents. In these analyses, the implications of the political structure of each

government to the sister-state affiliation is explained.

A.        STATE  GOVEFtNMENT AND  PF)EFECTURAL GOVEF)NMENT

The Constitution of Japan which prescribes the nation's political system was

enacted  in  1947  under.  the  guidance  of  the  American  Occupation  For.ce.  Many

similarities are found in the political ol`ganization between U.S.A.  and Japan.  Both

governments   are   based   on  democracy   and  people  have  the  sovereign  power.

However.,   the   state   and   prefecture   are   quite   differ.ent   in   their   historical
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background, authority and organization.

In  general,  the  state  government  of the  U.S. has more independence from

the centl.al government than that of Japan. The U.S. state govemlnent has  more

authority  to  govern  people  under  the  federal  system.  h terms  of  sister-state

affiliation,  however,  both  Washington  State  Government  and  Hyogo  PI.efectural

Government  have  large  discretion  to  decide  what  they  want  to  do.  The United

States Constitution ,  Article  I,  Section  10 prescribes  that  ''no  state  shall  enter

into treatyship,[or] alliance." However, sister-state affiliation is not deemed as a

kind  of relation  in the  category.  In Japan  there  are  no  laws  restraining  local

governments from entering into sister-state op -city affiliatious. Thel.efore Hyogo

has as much leeway as Washington in the affiliation program.

1.        HISTol]ICAL BACKGflouND

The fundamental differ.ence beteen the two nations'  political  structure  lies

in the  fact  that  the  U.S.  is  a  federal  nation  composed  of fifty sates and other

areas, whereas Japan is a "power-centralized" state.

The  state   government   in  the   U.S.   has  historically  more  authority  and

independence  than  the   pl.efectural  government   in  Japan.   In   the   history   of

America,  autonomous  thirteen  Colonies  won  independence  under  the  Articles of

Confederation.  in 1787 the Constitution of the United States was adopted by the

Constitutional  Convention.   After  the  ratification  of  nine  states,  the  federal

government  was  officially  established.  In the  federal system,  vast  authority  to

govern affair.s in the state was left in the hands of the state government.

The  situation  in  Japan  is  totally  differ.ent.  The  national  government  has

much    stronger   authority   to   the   local   govemlnents,   including   prefectural

governments  compared  with  the  relations  between  the  federal  and  the   state

government in the U.S.
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In reviewing the  history  of the  Japanese  political system,  the differences

wi]l  become   oleal..   After  the   Meiii   Restoration   of   1868,   Japan   established

power-centralized  monarchical  government,   which  was  designed  to  catch  up

promptly  with  the  advanced  western nations.  Many  of  new  industries  based  on

western technologies  were  introduced by the government and gradually ceded to

the private sector.

in  the   Meiii  Constitution,  there  were  no  articles  and  seetious  on  local

government.   Therefor.e,   the   enactment   of   the   law   Could   change   the   local

government  including  prefecture   in  every  respect.   In  the   pre-war  law,  The

govemop   of   prefecture   was   prescribed   to   be   appointed   by   the   national

goverrment.  Only  at  the  municipal  level,  was  the  mayor  directly  elected  by

people.

After  the  World  War  11,  the  Constitution  of Japan  was established and an

article on local govemlnent was inserted as  a  call  for  democl.acy,  however,  the

national  government  has  continue  to  have  strong influence over the prefectural

government.  The  local  government  article   in  the   Constitution  is   deemed  to

embrace prefectural and municipal governments. The new Constitution stipulates

that the local governments consist of a publicly elected administrative  head  and

legislative   assembly.    Although   the   procedure   of   elections   for   prefectural

governments   is   democratic   today,   the   relationship   between    the    national

govemlnent, especially the Ministry of Home Affairs and prefectural governlnents

is stiu active in persomel exchange and other areas.1

Political ideology in Japan is quite different from that of America. Japanese

political system seems to  be  based  on  "Classical  Conservatism"  which  has  been

rarely expressed in the United States. Dr. Kelmeth Dolbeare wrote as follows:
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Classical conservatism pl'oeeeds from the  view  that  the
needs of society are superior to those of individuals... and that
government  should  be  conducted  by  an  elite  of  talent  who
takes  the   masses'   wishes  into  account  but  actually  decide

Fo:i::;s fvt;:%eE%i:.,P2f  what  £S  right  and  pl'oper  for  the

in Japan, the government traditionally has a strong Leadership and the  people

expect  it  to  have  this.  Recognition  of  the  difference  of  the  idea the people hold

towards  government,  is  important  to  understand  the  ways  both  Washington  and

Hyogo govemlnents opel`ate.

2.        JuPISDICTION  OF THE GOVEPNMENT

American  state  government  is  genel.ally  vested  with  more  authority  than  a

Japanese   prefectural  government.   The   tenth   amendment   of   U.S.   Constitution

preseribes that ''the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,

nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the

people."  This  indicates  that  the  state  government has in genel'al across-the-board

authority except  for powers  delegated to  the  federal  government.  The  delegated

powers  include  coining  money, declaring war, ete., which are detailed in Article I,

Section Eight.

After the Wol.ld War 11,  a Local Autonomy Law was enacted to implement the

Article XIII, the  Article on Local Government  in  the  new  Constitution.  The  Local

Autonomy  Law  prescribes  the  administrations  and  ol.ganizatious  of the prefecture

and  municipality  in  detail.  Therefol'e  differences  among  prefectures  are  minimal

throughout   Japan.   Every   prefectural   government  has   an  almost  identical  tax

structure and a similar administrative ol`ganization.

The  jurisdiction  of  prefectures .stipulated  in  Article  I,  Section  Two  of  the

Local Autonomy Law, differs from that of a municipality as follows:
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(1 ) Wide Area Supervision

(2) United Supervision

(3) Coordination

(4) Supplementary Function

in  addition to  above-stated  original jurisdiction  of  a prefecture,  it  also  has

authority over the  administration  delegated by  the  national  government  under  its

suliveillance. h fact, large parts of the prefeetural administration serve to carry out

the national laws as well as prefectural by-laws.

3.         THE  OPGANIZATION  OF THE GOVERNMENT

The  states  in  America  have  their  own  constitution  and  original  political

system.  Each  state  can decide  its  own  governmental  organization,  tax  stmcture,

etc. The separation of powers is embodied at the state level, too.  State government

is composed of the exeoutive, legislative and judicial branch. The number. of elective

officials  is  varied  from  state  to  state  depending  on  the  state  constitution.  For

exalnple, in the state of Maine there is olily one elected official, the governor in the

executive  branch.  Mississippi   and  Louisiana  have   as   many   as  thirteen  elected

officials in addition to legislators.

In the case of Japan, the governor is the only elected official in the executive

branch of a prefecture. The assembly in a prefecture is unicanieral and the number

of members is based on the population according to the Local Autonomy Law.3  The

judicial power belongs exclusively to the national government, so that there ape no

prefecturally and municipally operated courts.

There  are  only  the  executive  and  the  legislative  body  in a pl.efecture; their

I'elation is very similar to that in the U.S. state government.  The governor has  the

power  to  prepare  and  submit  a  budget  to  the  assembly  whel.e  it  is  endorsed.4

Japanese governor is also vested  with  veto  power  to  overturn  the  decision  of  the
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legislature.5 However., the veto is by far less often executed in Japan.

B.        WASHINGTON  GOVEFtNOF]  AND  HYOGO  GOVEF]NOF)

in  the  government,  Hyogo  governor  has  mol.e  power.  to  eany  out  his  policy

than Washington  counterpart.  Hyogo  governor  can  easily  promote  long-term  plan,

which  Washington  governor  can  not.  The  difference  is explained by organizational

structure of the two governments and the stchility of the govemop's position.

1.         GOVEF]NOFt  lN  THE  EXECUTIVE  BF)ANCH

a.     Washington

ln  Washington  State,  the  power  of  the  executive  bl.anch  is  dispersed.  The

govemol. is the top executive officer; however,  additional eight officials are elected

and  vested  with  the  author.ity  over  their.  jurisdiction.  In  addition,  the  executive

branch includes numerous boards and commissions whose members are appointed by

the  govemop and other officials.  The decentralization of the executive body seems

to reflect the public opinion that the power of the governor should be limited and be

under the direct control of people.

The  number  of  statutory  administrative  agencies  in  Washington  amounts  to
I

more than 200.  It is very difficult fop the govemol. to secure the command of each

agency. Hence the "Advisory Council on State Government PI'oduetivity" proclaimed

in 1976, " the Governor is stin not the boss of the executive branch."6

b.      Hyogo

On the contrary, the governor in Hyogo Prefecture in the only elected official

in  the  executive  bl'anch.  The  number  of  boat.ds  and  commissions  which  function

separately  from  the  govemol.,  is  limited  to  ten.  Also  most  of  the  members  are

appointed by the governor with concumence of the assembly.
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The most important boards and commissions are the Public Safety Commission

which  supervises  prefectural  police,  and  the  Education  Board  overseeing  schools

fl.om  elementary  to  high  school  level.  More  importantly,   the  persomel   of  the

executive  dil.eotors  of  these  boards  and  commissions,  who  virtually  control  the

agenda of meetings and policy directions, are appointed by the govemop.7

Two  vice   governors,   a  treasurer  and  a  technical  superintendent   are  top

executives  under  the  govemop.  These  four  officials,  who  are  directly  involved  in

prime policy formation process, are appointed by the governor with approval of the

assembly. Under. the top executive, there  are  the  Office  of  the  Governor  and  ten

departments.   The   stmcture   is   centralized   and   much   simpler.   than   that   of

Washington.  In  Conclusion,  the  power  of  the  govemol.  of  Hyogo  is  comparatively

strong in the executive branch.

2.         BACKGF]OUND  OF  THE  GOVEF]NOFt

a.     Washington

in  Washington,  the  governor  who  has  experience  as  an  administrator  in  the

state government seems to be exceptional.  Former governor Dixy Ray was a marine

biologist and once worked for. the federal government in Washington  D.C.  Previous

governor John Spellman was originally a lawyer. and the King County Executive. The

incumbent governor, Booth Gapdner was the Pierce County  Executive  who  had  the

background  of  business.  All  of  tlil.ee  recent  governors  had  no  expel.ience  as  an

administrator  in   the   state   government.   Thel.efol.e,   they   had   relatively   little

knowledge  about  the  state  administration before the inaugrmation of the governor.

For.   such   governors,   it   would   be   extremely   difficult   to   deal   properly   with

complicaLted  executive  organizations  without  any  assistance  of  the  staff  of  the

govemor's office.
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b.      Hyogo

The  background of the govemop of Hyogo contrasts markedly.  The inoulnbent

governor, Tokitada Sckal  was  elected  in  1970  and  is  serving  the  fourth  four-year

term.   He  was  a  vice  governor  from  1962  to  1970  undel`  the  administration  of

Govemop Motohiko Kanal who initiated Hyogo-Washington  Sister-State  Affiuation.

The  position  of vice  governor  involves  political  decision,  close  relations  with  the

legislature and supervision of all the departments.  As a right arm of  the  govemol.,

vice   governors   are   aware   of   and   involved   in   overall   administration   of   the

government. The  function  of  the  vice  governor  is  more  similar  to  Chief  of  Staff

I'ather than to Lieutenant Governor in Washington.

Former Governor Kanal also had the experience of the vice governor for. eight

years in Hyogo.  Both Kanal and Sakal used to be public officials who worked for the

Ministry of Home  Affairs in the national government for many years.8 Professional

administrators have been elected as a governor in Hyogo.

During these thirty years, when the governor I.esigns from the post, he usually

recommends the vice governor for his successor. to his party.  In fact, the governors

have  belonged  to  the  powerful  niling  party,  the  Liberal  Democratic  Party  (LDP)

after the Wol'ld War. 11, with the exception of eight-year administration of a socialist

govemop. In the assembly, the LDP has been maiol.ity party after the War.  in 1985,

the  number  of  the   LDP  occupied  52  seats  out  of  91.  The  rest  of  the  seats  al.e

divided  into  four  minority  parties.  Govemol`  Sakal  is  supported  by  two  minor.ity

parties in addition to the LDP.

When the legislature, especially the LDP  has  a  favol'able  perception  towards

the  vice  govemop,  he  will  be  I.eadily  chosen  by  the  party  as  a  Candidate  for. the

governor with the recommendation of the incumbent govemop.  The relation between

the  governor  and  the  legislature  has been very cooperative lately in Hyogo due to
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the  popularity  of  Governor Sakai, so that the budget prepared by the governor has

beenapprovedwithoutanyanendmentsintheassemblyduringhisadministration.9

3.         FtELATION  BETWEEN  GOVEFtNOR  AND  AGENCIES

a.     Washington

Although the governor appoints the heads of many agencies in Washington, he

or she  can  not  secure  their  Complete  agreement  with  the  govemor's  poHcy.  In

making appointments, the governor takes into cousidel.ation many factors other than

loyalty,   including  geographieal   balance   within   the   state,   recommendation    of

legislators,  representation  of  occupational  groups,  sex  and  race  of  an  appointee.

Hence the heads of agencies are not necessarily govemor's other self.

Moreover,  the  complexity  of  the  ol.ganizational  stmcture  seems  to  hamper

seriously the smooth communication and coordination within  the  executive  bl.arch.

In this sense, the role of the staff of the governor is tremendously important.

b.      Hyogo

The   governor  and   depal'tments   are   closely  connected  in  Hyogo.  Japanese

persolmel  management,   characterized  by  life-time   employment   and   pl.omotion

through  seniority,  is  accountable  for  the  close  relation  between them.  Except for

top executive posts such as vice  governor,  treasurer.,  and  technical  superintendent

who  are  in  exempt  positions,  dil'ectors  of  departments  and  divisions including the

Office of the Governor are chosen among civil service public employees.

Most  of  the  directors  of  departments  and divisions began to work for Hyogo

Prefectne immediately  after the  completion  of their  education  and have  wol'ked

though up to the post in the seniority system.  They are never fired as well as other

public  employees  even  if  the  governor  who  appointed  them  leaves  office.  If  the

governor  resigns,  directors  may  stay at the same post op be transferred to similar

ranldng post in other agencies.
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Persolmel  reassigrment  is  a  characteristic   of  Japanese   management,   too.

Almost all of positions are subject to persolmel reassignment.  It takes place once a

year  and  approximately  twenty pereent  of  all employees  are  reassigned  to  other

divisions  at  a time.  Every  four  or  five years, a pubuc employee is supposed to be

trmisferred to a different division beyond the boundary of a department, so that he

or   she   will   have   hands-on   knowledge   on   different   aspects   of   prefeetural

administration.

4.         POLICY  DECISION  PROCESS OF THE  GOVEF}NOP

a.      Washington

The governor of Washington has to put forward appealing policies and present

concrete results to people every four years in ol.del. to win the election.  He or  she

must produce visible results in the first term. In spite of the effort, the governor of

Washington has changed every four  year  since  1976.  The  governor  devotes  lots  of

time and energy to legislature where conflicts often occur between the govemop and

legislature,  between  the  two  parties,  and  possibly  between  the  Senate  and  the

House.  In the serarnble of leadership among key actors, the govemop can not easily

launch a long-term plan. It is difficult to gain consensus in the decentralized system

in Washigton.

b,      Hyogo

On   the   other   hand,   the   governor   of   Hyogo   is  blessed  with  centralized

administration and support from the assembly. Since most of the daily decisions are

performed  by  department  directors,  the  interest  of  the  governor  is  future  and

long-term  oriented.  In  1985,  the  Planning  Department,  which  is  one  of  the  ten

agencies under the governor, began to work on "Hyogo 2001  Year Project" in which

an ideal image of Hyogo in  the  future  will  be  discussed  among representatives  of

citizens to set the long-term direction of the prefectural government.
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Such a long-term poHoy is workable, because the major changes in poliey will

not happen after the policy  is  adopted;  the  vice  governors  have  succeeded  to  the

incumbent governor  since  1962.  As vice governor is the top aid to the governor, he

shares the govemor's ideas on the administration and policy.

Due  to  the  centralized  ol.ganization,  the  departments  I.eadily  cooperate  to

carry  out  the  govemor's  policy.  Fop  example,  the  project  of  ''Gardenization  of

Prefectural  Land",  which  was  initiated  by  the  Govemop  Sakai  to  improve  the

environment  by  planting  trees  and  so  on,  was  caried  out  through  all  the   ten

departments by setting up a pl.oiect team.

C. THE OFFICE  OF THE  GOVEFtNOF]

In recent years, the staff of the Office of the Governor in Washington changed

ainost  completely  every  four years  due  to  the  turnover  of  the  governor.  Such  a

large-scale change of the top of the state government will make it difficult for the

state government to commit a long-term project such as the sister-state affiliation.

On the other hand, the incumbent governor in Hyogo has been in the  office  fop  16

yens in 1986.  There will be no fundamental  turnover of the persormel of the Office

of the Governor even if the governor leaves office; very few top executives are  in

the exempt position.

The political success of the governor in Washington largely depends on how he

op  she  deals  with  the  legislators.  The  poliey  staff  in  the  Govemor's  Office  al.e

generally  assigried  to  imminent  political  issues.  Their  major  concern  is  how   to

pusade  the  legislators  fop  the  govemor's  favor  in  given  issues.  This  sister-state

affination which is mainly regarded as  "protocol"  is  not  imminent  political  issues.

There is no staff who deals with the sister-state affiliation in the Office.
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in  Contrast   to  the   Office   of  Washington,  Hyogo  has  the  Foreign  Affairs

Division in the Office of the Governor.  Its main task is to establish and implement

the international exchange policy with its sister-states. The international exchange

is not a poHtical issue, however, it is  considered  very  important  by  both  govemol.

and  legislators.   Therefore,  the   Foreign  Affairs  Division  has  many  staff  and  is

organized  under  the  Office  of  the   Governor.   In  this  section,   the   fundalnental

difference  of  the  Office  between  Hyogo  and  Washington  is  explained.  Then  the

structure of the Office of both governments is detailed respectively.

1.        THE  FUNDAMENTALSTF]UCTUF)E OF  THE  OFFICE  OF THE  GOVEFtNOF]

It is essential to understand the difference between the govemor's office due

to the political structure.  They are both Called the Office of the Governor; however,

the role and function are markedly different.  The mission of both govemor's office

is  to  help  the  governor fulfill his or her job.  However,  careful observation of both

offices reveals the differ.ences in the govemop's offices, especially in their role and

persormeL system.

in  Washington,  all  the  staffers  are  specialists  in  their  field.  As  they   are

personal staff of the governor, as a mile they have to I.esign when a govemop leaves

office.]° On the other hand, only two  vice  governors,  a treasurer  and  a technical

superintendent,   who   are   appointed   by   the   governor  with  concumence   of  the

assembly,  are  in  an  exempt  position.L]  Other  staff  including  the  director  of  the

Office  of  the  Govemop,  can not be discharged by the next governor although they

are subject to the I.eassignment to other departments.

The  other.  distinct  difference  is in the ways tasks are assigned  to staff .  The

difference  is  due  to  the  persomel  system.  In  the  U.S.,  the  staff  has  clear  job

deseriptious  which  set  the  basis for determining the wage although it is somewhat
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flexible  in the Office of the Governor in Washington.  Staff in Hyogo has a broader

job description and a bundle of tasks are assigned to a section, which is a teanl made

up of five to seven people.  Their salary isn't primarily based on the task but on the

length of their service in the government.

a.     The F]ole of the office of the Governor

The role of the govemor's office in Washington is relatively clear.  It is totally

different  fl.om other agencies.  The office is the place where top political decisions

are for.ned and the directions are sent to administrative agencies. It is the center of

political decision making in the whole government.
''At  the  apex  of  Washington  state  political  system   is  the   office   of  the

governor."[2 Political decisions are primarily dealt with by staff of the office. Their

task is significant. Swansen detailed the impact of staff 's role:

These  [Personal  staff]  appointments  may  be  the  most
important the govemop makes, fop they will interact with him
or her more frequently and on a more interact basis than will
t£:Snecfehs:L3°r  She   appoints  to  heads    the   departments   and

Policy  assistants  especially  are  directly  involved  in  the  process  of  policy

decision.   They  coordinate   with  dil.ectors   of  agencies   and  send  the   govemop's

directions  to  them.  Poliey making fop the entire government is the critical I.ole of

the office of the governor.

On the other hand, there  are no policy assistants in the Hyogo govemor's office

'iffi for two vice governors and a technical super.intendent. Whereas they are top

aids  to  the  governor,  their  I.elation  with  the govemop is mol.e formal than

tween the govemop and the policy assistants in Washington.
Lid

Every  governor  in  Hyogo  has  experience  as  a  vice  governor since  1962.L4  He

had   wol.ked   for   Hyogo    at   a   top   management   level   before   he   became    a
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entil.e  govelrment   as

governor.HisI'elatiouswithdirectorsofdepaltmentsareveryolose.Thegovemoris

veryknowledgeableofthefunctiousofdepartmentsasweuasoftopadministrators

of departments,thankstotheirlongexpel`ieneeandmorecentralizedadministl'ative

stmetue of the government.

Asthegovemopisweuilifopmedanddirectlytalkswithdirectors,thereisHttle

needs  fop poHey  assistants,  the  Seeretal'iat  Division,  for  example,  has  only  three

offieialsforthepolicystLrvey.TheOfficeoftheGovemopofHyogohasdiversified

functions,paltsofwhicharecaniedoutinotheragenciesinWashington.Theoffice

includes four divisions and 131  staff members au told.  Thel`efore,  it  is  not  clearly

characterizedasadecisionmakingcenterliketheWashingtoneountelpart.

b.       Personnel system

Staff  of  the  govemop  ae  au  in  exempt  positions  in  Washington.  They  ae

personal  aids  to  the  governor  and  wol.k  "as  added  eyes,  ears,  and  hands  for  the

governor."]5Agovemorcanchoosestaffbestfittedfopthepalticularslot.Itis

interesting  that  management  or  top  assistants  have  no  experience  in  the  state

administrative  agencies.  Dean  R. Foster,  Chief of Staff, worked as Chief Clerk of

the  Washington  House  of  the  Representatives  fop  eight  years,  but  not   for  the

executive  branch.  The  Govemor's  Attome%  Teny  Sebping,  has  worked  with  the

Booth  Gal.dner  in  Pieroe  County  but  has  no  expel.ience  in  the  state  government.

ChiefofPoHeyAssistant,LairdHalTisandLegislativeCousel,BeckyBogal.dwere

lobdyists.  Special  Assistant  for  Citizen  Relations,  Carol  Gregory  used  to  be  the

presidentoftheWashingtonEducationAssociation.Thestaffwel'ecarefullychosen

bythegovemopandhistopaids,becausetheycanhaveastpongpoweroverthe

ahL±

a  govemop's  another  self.  Thel'e  is  a  distinct  difference
betweengovemor'sstaffandordinarypublicservantsofotherageneiesintermsof

_    __   _   `.+uL,I.I.uL,   ulLi.t3rence

administpativepowerandpersounelstatus.
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The staff in the office of the governor in Hyogo are all career admiliistrators.

There  is  no  distinction  of  employlnent  status  between  the  govemor's  office  and

other departments except for vice governors and other top executives. As persomel

reasignment takes place once a year, almost all of the staff members in the office

have   the  working  experience   in  other  departments.  The  relations  between  the

govemor's  office  and  other  agencies  al.e  smooth  and  active.   The   staff  in  the

Govemor's  offiee  share  almost  the  same  sentiment  as  other  public  employees  in

Hyogo Prefectue.

The staff in the office are not trained for the particular job, although in-house

tl.aining for all prefectural employees is very active in Hyogo.  They basically lean

their jobs through on-the-job training. It is sharply different from Washington whet.e

specialists for a specific slot are hil'ed.  The advantage of  career  administrators  of

Hyogo  is  their  personal  comectious  with  inter-  and  outer.-government  people.

Personal cormectious are regarded very important,  along with  skins  and  knowledge

in the workplace.

2.      THE OFFICE OF THE  GOVEFINol]  OF WASHINGTON

The  governor  has  various  poles  and  funetious.  He  or  she  has  power  over  the

executive branch, legislature, and political party. Also military and judicial power is

endowed  with  governor.[5 The govemop depends on the personal staff to fulfiu his

or  her  responsibility.  The  Washington  Administrative  Code  OwAC)  describes  the

stmctune of the govemor's office as follows:

The  stmeture  of  the  office  under the governor consists
of    an    administrative    assistant    responsible    for    overau
management  of  the  office,  a  member  of  pl.ofessional  staff
assistants  generally responsible  for  executive  ageney  affairs,
legal     affairs,     legislative     affairs,     public     information,

fop:ooFft±gee,n£,d i:pTp:sffvned::#,ce¥SeE:¥:;.s. ¥pragement  of
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The culfent office is made up of about thirty five persomel.  Figul`e  I  depicts

the  structure  of the  office  as  of  November  1985.  It  shows  that  the  office is not

clearly  divided  into  hierarchical  divisions.  In  my  observation,  the  function  of  the

curl'ent govemor's office is classified into following four Categories:

a.        PolicyMaking

b.        Public pelations

c.       Secretarial

d.        Office Management

a.        PolicyMaking

Policy assistants who al'e directly involved in policy making are headed by Laird

Haris. Six special assistants deal with different  areas  and  agencies.  For  exalnple,

Paul    Isaki    is   in   chal'ge    of   the   economic   development,    local   government,

transportation and baseball commission.  Kathy Sullivan deals with social and health

services.  However,  they  mainly  deal  with  political  issues  which  require  political

decisions by the governor. They al.e not pespousible for setting up long-term policies

in assigned al'eas.

In general, the poliey making process is said to follow five steps:  (I) Identify a

problem  and  it  cause(s);  (2)  Clarify and rank goals;  (3)  Collect all relevant options

for  meeting  each  goal  and  all  available   information   on  them;   (4)   PI'edict   the

colisequences  of  each  alternative  and  assess  them  according  to  standards  such as

efficieney and equity; (5) Select the alternative that comes closest to  achieving the

goal and is most consistent with the standards of evaluation. 18

The role of policy assistants is to collect  information  from  various  sources `in

order   to   cool.dinate   involved   agencies   and   to   assist   the   governor   to   make
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appropriate  decisions.   They  also   send  directions  to   agencies   on  behalf  of  the

governor.  PoHtical  judgment    and  broader  consideration  of  the  issues  is  their

peculiar mission; directors of agencies tend to relate to the issues from the namow

perspective of their. own agency.  Lori Fitzpatrick wor.ks as a coordinator for poliey

assistants.  Laird Hamis was assigned to the post of deputy direetol. of the Office of

Financial Management on August I, 1985 in addition to the policy assistant director.

His  new  assigrment  is  aimed  to make full use of staff of the OFM, especially the

public analysis staff, fop the govemop's policy decisions.

Policy decisions are not exclusively made by poliey assistants in the office. To

make a  decision  more  persuasive  and  accountable,  diversified  elements  are  taken

into   eousideration   by   other  staff.   Goveml.or's   Attorney   advises   fl.om   a  legal

standpoint, the legislative Counsel does fl.om political cousidel'ation,  and  the  Press

Secretary makes a comment from media perception and so on.

b.        Public pelations

Public relations is a powerful tool for the governor to obtain the public support.

Three  divisions  which  serve  that  puxpose,  are  nalnely,  Press  Seeretary,  Citizen

Relations, and Support Service.

(1)     Press secretary

The Press Secretary has a significant role in promotion of the popularity of the

governor. The public build the image of the governor only throngh mass media with

which  the Press Secretary has direct contacts every day. The governor can attl.act

much more attention fl'om mass media than legislators, because he is the single head

of the  whole state.  The task of the PI.ess Secretary Covers acting as spokesperson,

drafting news releases, drafting  speeches  for  the  governor,  participation  in  policy

decision and travel with the govemop.
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Trmsmitting coneet information to newspeople is otry a part of the job of the

four press secretary staff. They always have to pay Careful attention to mass media

to  judge  its  response  to a I.elease by the Press Seeretay.  Timing of the release is

important, too. Their consideration on how media responds to a given issue counts in

the  pl.ocess  of poliey decision.  The position of the Press Secretary I.equires enough

experience to handle these delicate matters. The image  of the  governor  is  largely

dependent on their Capability in handling newspeople.

The pliilosopky of the Press Secretary is "opermess", reflecting the style of the

govemop]9.  They try to be open and to tl.arismit information as much as possible to

the pul]fic. "Opermess" will dispel the secretive image of the Office of the Govemol..

While it is very difficult to open the Office where political decisions are made, they

seem  to  have  succeeded  I.emarkably  in  it  by  close  contact  with  newspeople.  The

Press  Secretary  also I.eleases news on personal aspects of the govemop to increase

his intimacy with coustitueney.

"Openness" will increase the linkage between the governor and eoustituency and

promote  friendly  image  of  the  govemop.  On  the  other  hand,  when  "opemess"  is

emphasized, the Press Secretary has to face the problem that bad news also can be

transmitted.  In spite of the fear, they seem to have stl.ong confidence in opermess,

which they believe, is ultimately favor.al]ly accepted by the public.

(2} Citizen Relations

In  addition  to  five  cler.ieal aids, three female assistants are assigned separate

geographical areas  for  the  Citizen  Relations.  Carol  Gregory  who  takes  charge  of

King County is the chief of the Citizen Relations.  The staff attend public meetings

and deliver  speeches  on  behalf  of  the  govemol..  More  importantly,  they  dil.ectly

listen  to   opinions  from  constituencies  and  interest  groups  by  attending  lots  of
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meetings,  and  in return they explain the govemor's poliey to the coustituents.  The

information they gather is taken into the poliey decision process  as  they relate  to

Dean Foster.  They also play the mediator. between the public and the agencies when

people come up with complaints or I.equests about the operation of the government.

They have an office in Vancouver and Spokane whel'e a full time aid is stationed to

help their work. The important infol.nation collected by the Citizen Relations staff

is often directly reported to the governor.

(3)     Support service

The job of the Support Service includes comespondence and office maintenance.

The number of letters the governor receives exceeds two thousands a week while the

legislature  is  in  session.  The  letters  include  complaint,  request,  invitation,  etc.

About ten staffers are in Support Service.  They classify the mall and send it to  an

appropriate agency.

They keep track of all the letters to assure that  they  are  promptly  answered.

The  whole  answering  process  takes less than twenty days on average.  Senders who

didn't expect an answer from the governor often write a letter again to show their

appreciation. Their task is not well recognized by the pubHc but their steady efforts

fop comespondence will enhance the communication  with  people  and  contribute  to

the favoral>le image of the governor.

They are also I.espousible fop the maintenance of the office, especially a newly

introduced,  extensive  computer.  system.  Every  staffer  is required to use computer.

including the governor. Communication in the office through memo  and telephone is

replaced  by  the  computer service.  Tedious tasks such as appointments of members

of  boards  and  commissions  and  bill  alnendment  pl`ocess  will  be  soon  undertaken

thl.ough the computer..
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c.       Secretaries to the Governor

Rose Gittings  who  has  a  long  experience  in  the  state  government  and  knows

players  in the  political  arena,  works  as  a  personal  assistant  to  the  governor.  Jim

Satran is in charge of scheduling for the govemol..  When the governor goes  outside

the office, a member of the PI.ess Secretary staff always goes with him to I.ecord his

renal.ks in the public meetings.  As these secretaries have direct contacts with the

governor, they seem to have strong invisible effects on the govemol..

d.       Office Management

Chief of Staff, Dean Foster presides over the office of the governor. He fulfilis

various  tasks:  policy  deeisious,  cool.dination  with  legislators,  the  proxy   fop  the

governor  in  meetings,  and  manager  of  the  office.  He  once  had  a  meeting  with

employees of various agencies on behalf of the governor to hear their problems and

to explain the style and attitude of Gardnel.'s administration.

When the  govemor's  regular  staff  meeting  is  held  every  Monday  morrfug,  as

office  manager,  Dean  Foster  presides at the meeting.  Operational problems in the

Office,  the  eunent  schedule  and  other  matters  are  taken  on  the  agenda  at  the

meeting.  The  Chief  of Staff  seems  to  urge  attending staff to  talk  fl'eely  at  the

meeting  to  flirthel.  communication  in  the  Office.  As  the  size  of  the  Office  is

relatively small, the Office is much less hierarehical and is truly ''flat ol.ganization",

as Dean Foster Calls it.  Although there is brisk  discussion  inside  the  divisions,  the

management   al.e   mindful   of  encouraging  communication  across  divisions  in  the

Office.

3.      THE OFFICE OF THE GOVEPNol]  OF  HYOGO

The total of 131 personnel are assigned in four divisions in the govemol.'s office

in  Hyogo  as  of  April 1985.  All the divisions do not exclusively serve the  govemol..

Four    divisions    have    a    significantly    important    I'ole;    therefore    they    are
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organized  directly  under  the   office   of  the  governor.   However.,   a  pat   of  the

govemop's  office  serves  the  entire  govemlnent.  The  divisions  of  the  Govemor's

office   are  the  Sect.etariat  division,   the   Foreign   Affairs   Division,   the   Public

Relations   Division,   and   the   Dooulnentation  Division.   The   figue   2   shows  the

organizational chart as of April, 1985.

Although  similarly  important  divisions  for  the  govemop  such  as  the  Finance

Division,  the  Persormel  Division  and  the  Office  of  Councilors  of  Planning,   are

excluded  from  the Office of the Governor, the relations between the governor and

these directors are very Close.  The governor often directly gives directions to them

through no assistants of the staff of the Office.  I will elaborate on the function of

each division of the govemor's office respectively.

a.       Secretariat Division

Thirty people wol.k for the division.  The main task is to  act as the  secl'etariat

for  the  governor,  two vice governors and a technical superintendent.  The governor

has five secretal.ies who make schedules, prepare the governor-spousored gatherings

and so on.  Each vice governor has tlmee secretaries and the technical superintendent

has two.

In  addition to the secretaries, thel.e are three Policy Survey staff.  The role  of

the  Policy Survey  is  to  draft  the  speeches  of  top  executives  and  to  investigate

questions the top executives pose.  The General Affairs Section of the division deals

with  nominatious  for  national  and  prefectural  awards  in  addition  to  the   office

maintenance.  The  nomination  is  a  time-consuming  task.  The number of awards by

the national government in Hyogo alnounted to 461 in 1984. In addition, the governor

gave awards to 167 people in the sane year.20

b.        Foreign Affairs Division

Hyogo   has   six   sister-states   around   the   Pacific   Rim   and   is   active   in
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international  relations.  As  the  Commeroe and Trade Division handles international

business,  the  cultural  exchange  with  sister-states  is  the  major  assignment  for

twenty two staff members of the Foreign Affairs Division.  Seven staffers deal with

foreign   guests   and   translation   as   well   as   planning   and   setting   policies   of

international  exchanges   in  the  Section  of  Exchange  Plarming.  The  International

symposium  "Age  of  Local  Government"  in  July,   1985   which   Governor   Gardner

attended,   was  planned  in  this  section.  There  are  thl.ee  part  time  workers  who

specialize in English and Chinese, besides the full-time staff of the section.

The  Overseas  Cooperation Section has six staffers whose job includes the high

school student exchange program during the summer in Washington and coordination

of training for technical trainees from developing Countries, including the two sister

states.   The   Foreign   Registration   Section   is   fully   subsidized   by   the   national

government to fulfill the task of the foreign registl.ation.

c.        Public pelations Division

The  Public  Relations  Division  helps  the  governor  at  press  coliferences.  More

importantly,  it  is  the  only  office  in  the  government  which  deals  with  the  mass

media.  The division also sponsors extensive programs featuring cunent topics of the

government thl.ough newspapers, magazines, radio and television.

The   Section   I   of  Public  Relations  publishes  44,000  issues  of  ''New  Hyogo"

magazine  monthly  which  features  cument  Community  activities.  For  almost  same

puxpose,   a  four-page   newsletter   "Hyogo"   is   distributed  to   all   Hyogo   faniilies

including a Braille edition once every two  months.  A  TV prograni called "Hyogo  for

5.3  Million  People",  featuring  discussions  on  prefectural issues,  is broadcast every

Sunday. Thl.ee radio programs are also planned by the Section 11 of Public  Relations.

The emphasis of these programs is an announcing the goverlinent services available
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for  people,   rather  than  the  pl.opaganda  for  the  governor.  These  tools  are  stiu

powerful in influencing the public opinion to promote the govemol.'s policy.

The    Public    Heaping   Section    implements    a    prefectue-wide    sowey   by

distributing a questiormaire  to  every  home  in  Hyogo  Prefecture  once  a year.  The

result is used to evaluate Curl.ent poliey and to plan futue pl.ograns. The section is

also  in  charge  of   "Executive   Meetings"   held  at  differ.ent   locations   whel.e   the

governor  op  vice  governors  meet  groups  of local people.  The Broadcasting Section

releases news to mass media and the Citizen Courise]ling Section handles complaints

and I.equests from the public.  The governor and vice governors make a speech to all

the prefectural employees through  the  public  address  system  a  few  times  a  year.

The  Public  Relations  Division  takes  care  of  Oil.eulation of the speech tape  al.ound

braneh offices. Thirty persormel are assigned  in the division.

d.        Documentation Division

The Doeulnentation Division has twenty seven staffers.  Their job seems to be a

combination of Attorney General's Office and the Secretary of State in Washington.

The Litigation Section has  only  five  staff  members  but  they take  care  of  all  the

litigation that  the  prefecutural government is involved in. They hit.e attorneys and

manage  the  lawsuits.   As  of  April,   1985  they  had   125   continuing   cases.2L   The

Document  Management  Section  keeps  the  official  seal  of the governor, which has

salne legal effect as his signature.  They also publish the paper of public notices and

have  the  power  to  authorize  private  foundations.  The division is also in charge of

document management for the whole government. The affiliated Prefectural History

Room  investigates the history of Hyogo  and pubHshes a multi-volume work, "Hyogo

History."
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D.     THE  EFFECT  OF  THE  DIFFEF]lNG  POLITICAL  SYSTEMS AND  CULTURES ON

THE AFFILIATION

The   analysis   of   the  political  structures   and  cultures  in  both  Hyogo   and

Washington  Govemlnents  helps  explain  the  reasons  for.  current  problems  in  the

affiliation.  The passive attitude of Washington towal'd the affiliation is largely due

to  its  political  structure.  On  the   other  hand,   Hyogo   Government  has   actively

developed  a  broad  I'ange  of  affiliation  programs;  it is possible to implement them

without  difficulty  in  the  political  stmcture  and  culture  of  Hyogo.  However.,  the

number  of people who participate in the affiliation programs are limited in Hyogo.

The stl.ong leadership of the government in the affiliation programs has a  negative

aspect;  passive  involvement  of  people  in  the  programs  due  to  Hyogo's  political

eultue.

1       Washington

In  the  decentl.alized  political  system  of  Washington,  it  is  difficult  fop  the

govemol. to implement actively the sister-state affiliation pl.ograms because of the

nature of the affiliation. Sister-state affiliation is essentially a long-term effort. In

any kind of ppograln of the affiliation, I.esults will not be visible and measurable in a

short-term. This is very true especially in the educational exchanges. It is difficult

to evaluate the effects of the programs on a short-term basis.

Even in an economic  eoopel.ation  prograln  in  the  affiliation,  it  is  difficult  to

predict  the  definite  value  of  return in  a  shout  time.  The  program  could  provide

companies  with  information   of  possible   investments,   trade   opportunities   etc.;

however.,  it is the private enterprises which finally make a decision.  Yet the effort

of cool.dination  is  expected  to  bring  forth  economic  returns  in  the  long  run.  The

sister-state   affiliation  is  a  long-term  effort  in  ei.thep  educational  or  economic

programs.
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ambiguity  of  the  effects  of  the   affiliation  prograni   is   a  reason  why

has  not  made  a  strong  Commitment  to  initiating  various  affiliation

programs.  In  the   political  system   of  Washington  which   does  not   allow   stl.ong

leadership  of  the  govemol.,  short-term  and  direct-result  producing progralns  are

implemented easier than those which are not  so.  And  the  affiliation  pl.ograns  are

not such ppograns.

Washington Government has not estal]lished the organization to implement  the

sister-state   affiliation   programs   on   a  long-term   basis.   In  the   Office   of  the

Govemol.,  the  major  tasks  of  the  policy  assistants  are  to  cope  with  politically

pressing issues in which the govemop is involved.  They are not in charge of setting

up  long-term   policies.   No   staff  member  directly   deals   with   the   sister.-state

affiliation,  because  it  is  not  politically  pressing.  The  Office  of  Protocol  in  the

Department of Trade and Economic  Development  takes  charge  of  the  sister-state

affiliation, however, it is not responsible for long-term policy planning.

The state affiliation programs have neither involved citizens nor been supported

by  political  groups  which  are  very  important  to  push  forward  the  pl'ograms  in

Washington  political  system.  Public  support  is  the  key  to  successful  government

pl.oiects.  Without the recognition and support of the people, the project win not go

far  nor  last   long.   The   affiliation,   in  short,   has   no   broad,   organized,   active

constituency.

2       Hyogo

In  Japan,  the  government  has  been  taking  leadership  in  the field of industry,

etc. People expect that the government should lead people in a proper direction;  it

is a government whose political Characteristics ape called ''Classic Conservatism" as

discussed  earlier.  In  the  ppefectural  government,  the  govemol.,  a  single  elected

official in the executive branch, has tl.emendous power to estabHsh and carry out a
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policy. The relations between the govemop and the department heads are close and

last long. Especially in Hyogo PI'efecture, the inculnbent Govemop Sakai, has been in

office  fop  sixteen  years.  He  has  shown  stl.ong leadership in the  Assembly, too.  As

Govemop Sakal thiliks that internationalization is inevitable for Hyogo  citizens,  he

puts high pl.iority on it.  The results of the sister-state affiliation may not be visible

in the short term. However, as the governor sets his mind, it is not difficult to carry

out those pl.ograms for the sister-state relation.

There is, however, another. side to the stl.ong leadership of the government;  and

this  is  passive participation of people in the affiliation.  People are reactive to the

government  and  they  do  not  take  their  own  initiatives  to  promote  international

exchanges.  This  makes  it  difficult  to  initiate the affiliation progl`alns planned and

implemented  by   the   citizens.   All   the   programs   have   been   initiated   by   the

government until now.

This is not the ideal situation for the sister-state affiliation. One of the "danger

sigrials" in the affiliation is described in ''A Sister City Handbook" as follows:

The  program  is  largely  restricted  to  City  Hall  in both cities
with the mayor or a city official actually  nmning the affairs of the
affiliation .... Such  affiliatious  tend  to  confine themselves to formal

::Cdhe=p8:Soot: fi::Sth°ec=Lfnsaloff2Sits and keys to the city, they sick

The same problem can occur. on the state  level.  The involvement of people is a

critical factor in the affiliation.  Hyogo  Government  needs  to  implement  programs

by incorporating opinions fl.om the public and involving as many people as possible.

In this  chapter,  we  have  seen  the  obstacles  in  carrying  out  the  affiliation

programs by analyzing the political stmcture and culture of both governments. With

the understanding of  the  background  of  the  Problems,  methods  for  reaching  more

enriching programs will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTEP  IV

F]ECOMMEN DATIONS AND CONCLUSION

In  previous  chapters,  I  have  evaluated  criticauy  the  affiliation  programs  and

identified present problems.  in chapter 11,  two fundamental problems surfaced.  The

affiliation   is   one-sided   and   a  broad  range   of  people   are   not  involved  in  the

affiHation.    This   chapter    presents    the    ways    to    establish    a    balanced    and

comprehensive affiliation involving many citizens of diverse interests.

First,   the   desil.able   organizational   stmcture   which   can   utihize   fuuy   the

sister-state   relationship  is  discussed.  Then,  pl'ogranmatic  recommendations  are

presented to enrich the relationship.

A.     DESIRABLEOR GANIZATIONAL STRuCTUF}E

1        WASHINGTON

It has become clear  in  the  previous  discussion  that  the  Office  of  PI.otocol  is

only  I'espousible  for protocol  and not  accountable for setting up long-term  poHcies

for the sister.-state affiHation. It can not initiate a bl.oad range of programs, either.

For   a   successful   sister-state   affiliation,   three   functions   are   needed:   (I)

development  of the comprehensive poliey,  (2) implementing a  variety  of  progl.ams,

(3)  pl.otocol.  The  Office  of  Protocol  mainly  furilis  the  function (3),  protocol;  the

other two functions should be also canied out.  However they should be  done  in  an

office apat from the Department of TI.ade and Economic Development. Otherwise,

the economic orientation of the depatment win impede  the  per.formance  of  these

first two functions.

One choice is to  enlarge  the  funetious of the  Office  of the  Protocol to  include

function    (I)    and    (2),    and    then   put    it    in    an    other   agency,    such    as   the
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Office  of  Financial  Management.  The  new  organization  should  not  belong  to   a

particular department such as the Department of Trade and Economic Development,

because the Office of Protocol win deal with a variety of pl.ograms.  in  this  sense,

OFM   is   a  suitable  place  since  it  has  equal  relations  with  other  agencies,  and

functions as a pat of the Govemor's Office.  It is not a good idea, however to place

the  new  organization  in  the  Office  of  the  Governor.  Unlike  the  Foreign  Affads

Division  in  the  Govemol.'s  Office  of  Hyogo,  the  new  organization  would  be  very

likely influenced by the turnover of the governor; this turnover will endanger stable

relationship with Hyogo.

The best option is to establish a citizens committee which furT
of  (1)   and   (2).   Washington   State   Government   should   consider   est

unctious

lishin8  the

state-wide sister-state affiliation committee made up of representatives of citizens

organizations which show interest in various types of exchanges with Hyogo.

A citizens committee ear involve more people by recniiting members from the

::se:\:La:O::hHec{:::hmeft:efefn::[ofnur::reth:dfe:yctt£::O:h:I:f£±::ifdpfr:tp:::I:n]ttin£:
diversified programs. It Can work as a coordinator of existing sister-state affihiation

programs whose function is partially achieved by the Office of PI.otocol.

Such a citizens committee is prevalent in  sister.-city  affiliatious.  The  case  of

San Diego which set up the sister-city ties with Yokohama, Japan is illustrative  of

the functions of a citizeus'  committee.  The  mayor of San Diego  established the San

Diego-Yokohalna   Friendship   Commission   by   municipal   ordinance   and   made   it

responsible  for the  affiliation policy and direction.  The commission is compl.ised of

15  members.  They  are  appointed  by  the  mayor  with  the  confirmation by the city

council and serve without compensation.
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Members are representatives of one or more  of 21 local organizations including

the Chamber  of  Commeree,  the  local  couege  and  the  city  hall.  A  city  employee

serves as secretary to the commission to coordinate and expedite its work.I

The powers and duties of the Commission  are  "to  plan,  develop  and  cany  out

economic   and  cultural  activities."  The  commission  can  appoint  committees  and

sub-committees to carry out designated tasks.

In  sister-city  affiliatious,  funds  to  implement  pl.ograns  generally  come  from

the  member.'s  dues,  fund  I.aising  activities  by  the  members,   and  donations.  The

outlay of the government is usually very limited and sometimes none as in the case

of  Olympia-Yashil`o  Sister-City  Association,  in  Washington.   Once  the  sister-city

committee   is   initiated  by  the   leadership   of  the  city  government  and/or  some

interested citizens, it is  caried  out  with  little  financial  assistance  from  the  city

hall.

To start the state-wide citizens  committee,  the  initiative  of  the  Governor  is

desirable.   Similar   to   the   announcement   of  the   People-to-People   progralli   by

President  Eisenhower  in  1956,  the  announcement  of  the  creation  of  the  citizens

committee by the governor would attract public attention and give the committee a

good  start.  Strong  leadership  to  initiate  and  develop  the  committee  is  needed  to

create the new dimension of sister-city affiliation in Washington.  The governor can

appoint members of the committee who may serve without the compensation.

The first task of the committee would be to initiate a discussion as to the goals

of the  affiliation  and  means  for  attaining  the  goal.  in  the  discussion,  people  win

know that the benefits of the affiliation may not be clearly identified on the short

term. However, they can gain tremendous pay-off if the affiliation is fury utilized.

We have seen examples such as Katsnyama Village in Chapter I. People need to come
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together and discuss how to make the most of the relationship.

h addition to discussion within the committee,  it can set up a forum comprised

of  ordinary  citizens  to  discuss  all  aspects  of  the  Washington-Hyogo  Sister-State

affiliation.  h Hyogo the "Committee  of  loo People  for the  2lst Century of Hyogo"

was organized under. the 21st Centur.y Creation Association, the  affiliated thilk tank

of the Hyogo government  in June,  1984.  A  total of  100 members in all walks of life

discussed ten themes that  Hyogo  government is involved in now and  win  be  in  the

near future.  One of the themes is the  "International Exchange for Hyogo in the Age

of  Internationalization."  Thl'ough  the  discussion,  new  ideas  and  perspectives  were

added  to  the  policy  agenda.  More importantly, citizens become more inter'ested in

the international exchanges and the sister.-state  affiliation.  This  is  a  good  way  to

stimulate  people's  interest.  With  the  I.ight  recognition  of  the  importance  of  the

affiliation by the citizens, the affiliation pl.ograms will gain impetus.

Financially,  the  committee  would  be  able  to  operate  independently  from  the

state  government,  although  it  may  need  seed  money  and/or  secretarial  support.

When the committee is once organized, the Office  of Protocol can devote itself to

the task of protocol.  The committee and the Office win divide the task of actually

implementing  the   affiliation   programs,   however,   they  need  to  work  closely  to

opel.ate the affiHation programs smoothly.

2       Hyogo

At the present Hyogo Prefectural  Government  fulfills  three  functions  for  the

sister-state  affiliation,  namely  (I)  establishing  of  the  comprehensive  policy,  (2)

implementing a variety of  programs,  (3)  pl.otocol.  The  Foreign  Affairs  Division,  a

clearing  house  for  international  relations  in  Hyogo covers all three  functions.  The

cunent organization has enough resources to handle the affiliation pl`operly.
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To  involve  more  people  in  the  affiHation, however,  Hyogo Government should

continue the effort in obtaining more opiliious and input from citizens,  as are done

in  the  case  of  "Committee  of  loo  People  for  the  2lst  Centny of Hyogo." h the

political  cultue  of  Hyogo,  the  government  is  expected  to  take  the  lead  in  the

affiuation  and  it  will  be  difficult  to  establish  an  independent  eitizeus committee

which would fulfiu the function above mentioned.  However,  the government has  to

try to keep the affiHation based on a people-to-people concept, if the relationship is

to be successful.

8PF] OGF}AMMATIC  F]EC OMMENDATIONS

1        HEGULAR  MEETING  BETWEEN  HYOGO  AND  WASHINGTON

It is necessary for both governments to set up a  regular  joint  meeting  once  a

year  to  understand  the  goals  of  the  affiliation  each  other  and  to  discuss  how  to

attain the goal. To Create beneficial programs for both sides,  Hyogo  and Washington

have  to  clearly identify the goal and objectives of the affiliation for themselves.  I

discussed   their   primary   motivation   in   chapter   11.    Hyogo   primal.ily   sees   the

sister-state   affiliation   as  a  vehicle  of  internationalization.   On  the  other  hand,

Washington  regards  it  as  an  avenue  for  business  contaets.   But   people   in   each

govemlnent  have  not  discussed  and  understood fully the objectives of the partner.

With  this  understanding,  people  of  both  states  can  create   pl.ograms   which   are

mutually more beneficial.

In   the   joint   meeting,   the   desirable   programs   win   also   be   discussed   and

continuing  programs  will  be  evaluated.   The  meeting  ought  to  take  place  in  the

sister-state altematively.  It should not be merely a perfunctory visit,  but a serious

discussion in which people of both governments can exchange the frank opinions.
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2        NETWof]I(ING  OF THE  AFFILIATED  CITIES

A state and a prefecture as the largest entity of local goverrment in each country

can develop  the  affiliation  ties  in  different  ways  from  cities.  They  can  ciroulate

information  state-wide through the mass media.  They have a possibinty to develop

lal.ger-scale programs and to involve mol.e people than Cities.

The state and the prefecture can help network the affiliated cities within their

boundaries.  In Washington,  24 cities have  37 sister-city   affiHatious.  The  exchange

of ideas within these cities are beneficial fop every city.  To network the affiliated

cities, the governments of both states can convene the annual state-wide sister-city

confer.ence   where    affiliated   and   pl.ospective   cities   can   exchange   ideas   and

expel.ienees.  Both  governments  should  also  collect  information  state-wide  on  how

the sister-city affiliatious are camied out in their states. Then they can serve as an

information center which can provide not only  affiliated  Cities  but  also  interested

citizens   with   necessary   information   and   assistance   on  sister-state   and  -city

affiliatious.

in  the  current  affiHation,  thel.e are several cultul and educational programs

to  incl.ease  understanding  between  the  two  states.  The  affiHation  between  local

orgarizatious such as the  Rotary Club or the Boy Scout,  are good ways to promote

people-to-people    exchange.    Through    the    exchanges,    the    members    of    the

ol.ganization  can  share   ideas   and  increase  understanding  of  the  cultue  in  the

partner.  The two  state  governments  should  encourage  these  ol.ganizatious  through

the state and affiliated city governments to contact each other.  Once that contact

is made, the exchanges may continue to take place without any futher action by the

governmental agency or. committee.

3        ECONOMIC  COOPEf]ATION

In  the  sister-state  relationship,  ec.onomic  Cooperation  has  been  pursued  only

when      Washington's      economic      delegations      were      sent      to      Japan.      The
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governments   can   pl.ovide   Continuous   economic   ties   in   different   ways.   Hyogo

established "Hyogo lnternational Economic Exchange Committee" in May,  1985.  The

purpose  of the committee  is to (I) discuss comprehensive policies to advance steady

economic exchanges with the sister.-states, (2) promote economic exchanges through

examining  ways  to establish economic relations.2  The committee is responsible  for

(I)   identifsring   areas   where   economic   coopel.ation   is   possible,   (2)   estabhihing

concrete  projects in selected areas,  (3) collection and dissemination of information

on  tl.ade  and  international  business  to  the  public,  (4)  presentation   of  study   of

economic exchange, (5) other tasks necessary to attain the goal of the committee.3

The   committee   was   estabushed   to   develop   economic   ties   with   all   the

sister-states.  However,  Guang  Dong Province,  Chinese sister-state  of Hyogo has a

strong interest in economic relations so the committee has been working solely with

Guang Dong at the moment.  The chairman of the committee is the governor and the

president of Chamber of Commerce of Hyogo takes on vice chair.man.

A  sub-committee  whose  members  eousist  of  representatives  of  business,  the

colleges, and the government was formed under the committee.  The sub-committee

is  assigned  to  investigate  the  areas  which  Guang  Dong  expressed  the  need  for

economic cooperation. Hyogo has sent a few delegations to Guang Dong Province to

study the possibility of economic cooperation between Hyogo and Guang Dong.

Economic   coopel`ation   between    Hyogo    and    Washington   win   prove    mol.e

beneficial   through  the  establishment  of  a  similar  committee  in  both  states.  in

Hyogo,  the  committee  was  originally  established  to  promote  economic  exchanges

with every sister-states.  Therefore, it is very possible to set up a committee which

deals  with  exchanges  with  Washington.  In  Washington,  if  the  citizens  committee

suggested earlier is formed,  it can set up a sub-committee  which win specialize  in

economic  exchanges.  The  members  pf  the  sub-committee  win  be  representatives
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of the Chamber of Commel'ce and other interested business gI.oups. Between the two

organizations, iliformation on economic opportunity will be exchanged.

In  the   field   of  tourism,   both  governments  can  cooperate  to  publicize  the

partner's tourist attractions.  They eon advertize the sistel.-state through their own

publications  and  other  mass  media.  Visits  to  the  sister.-state  by  the  residents  of

other  should  be   encouraged   by   each   government.   Such   publicity   is   also   quite

important for the pubhic to know about the facts of their sister-state, even if they

can not aetuauy visit.

4       EXCHANGE OF IDEAS AND  INFof"ATION

The exchange  of knowledge should be  more developed between the two  states.

Hyogo   and   Washington   have   very   different  cultural  background;  however.,  both

governments  have  face   many   problems   in   common.   Shal.ing   of  knowledge   and

technology will benefit each other.  In a given field, one has mol.e expertise than the

other..  For example,  Hyogo  wants to  establish  a  local  airport  system.  It  can  learn

from Washington which has many local airports.

in  the  program  of  the   "Hyogo   Seminar   on   the   U.S.   Business",   prefecture

employees   will   visit    Olympia   to   I.eseal.ch   administration   in   the   Washington

Government.   It   is   a  good   opportunity  for  employees   of  both  goverrments  to

exchange  ideas  in any field of public  administl.ation.  Such a sharing of information

can  be  done  in  several  fields  of  the  government.  By  taking  advantage   of  the

affiliation,   both   states   should   exchange   information   more   through  visits   and

correspondence. And it can be extended not only to the government but to the public

sector..

5        LINKAGE  BETWEEN  THE  AFFILIATION  AND  CELEBf]ATIONS

It  is  a good idea to  link various types  of celebrations  and cultural events with

the     sister-state     affiliation.    .In     1985,      Hyogo      held      the      "Festival      of
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Genesis"  Celebrating  the  completion  of  the  Ohnanito  Bridge between  Awaji Island

and  Shikoku.  The  festival  was  held  in  Awaji  island  and  attracted  more  than  two

million  visitors.  A  zoo  was  corrstructed  to  commemorate  the  bridge  and  aninals

were   donated   by   the   sister-states   of   Hyogo.   Along   with   the    festival,    the

international   symposium   on   "Age   of   Local   Government"   was   given,   and   five

sister-states  of  Hyogo  sent   the   delegation,   whose   members   included  Governor

Gardner  from  Washington.  The  festival  had  a  tremendous benefit for Awaji Island

not only in the sphere of economy but in enhancement of  local  identity  and  pride.

The festival was so successful that Hyogo decided to hold another regional festival

in the al.ea north of Kobe in 1988.

Washington win celebrate  its  looth anniversary in 1989. It is a good opportunity

to focus on the second century for Washington.  International relation  win  be  more

important  for  Washington then.  A conference to discuss international relations and

the  sister-state   ties  can  be  held  as   a   program   for   the   centermial   festival.

Washington   can   also   invite   delegations   fl.om   its  sister-states  to  celebrate  the

festival. The linkage of the festival and the affiliation will bl'ing forth success both

in the  festival itself and development of the sister-state relationship.

C.     CONCLUSION

The sister-city affiliation between Hyogo and Washington is an  important  tool

for people in both states to Create mutually beneficial results in many ways.  It has

linked the two nations for more than twenty years thl.ough various programs.  As the

interdependence  between  Japan  and  the  U.S.  incl.eases,  the  affiliation  should  be

more utilized.

I  have   discussed  the  Hygo~Washington  Sister-State  affiliation  from  various

aspects.   Thl.ough   the   discussion,   we   have   found   the    relationship   can   bring
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forth immerse benefits for people in both states. To obtain the rm benefit from the

affifiation, people in both states need to discuss the goal and the objectives of  the

affiliation.  Then,  they should come together to understand each other and cooperate

in implementing mutually beneficial pl'oglians.

The  most important element in this process is enthusiasm of people concerned

in  both  states.  With  the  enthusiasm  to  establish  fl.iendship  with  people  in  their

sister-states,  the cultural bonier and geographic distance win be sul.mounted.  This

paper  was  whtten  for  better  understanding  of  both  states  and  their  affiliation.  I

hope this thesis will kindle such an enthusiasm in the mind of people in both states,

and lead to a change for more extensive relationship between Hyogo and Washington.
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NOTES

I San Diego Municipal Code, Article 6, Chapter 11, Section 26.20

2  Charter  of  Hyogo  international  Economic  Exchange  Committee  (CHIEEC),

Article I

3 CHIEEC, Article 2
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